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What Is Vacuum?

I

F THE tr~ffic pc'.;ceman did not hold up h,s hand and control the
au omob:'.cs at' l wagons and people there would be collisions,
co:1fu3ion, and but little progress in any direction. His business
i3 to direct.
The physicist who tries to obtain a vacuum that is nearly perfect
has a problem somewhat like that of the tr.;ffic policeman. Air is
composed of molecutes-billioas and billions of them flying about i1~
all directions and often collidmg. The physicist's pump is designed
to m:ike the molecules travel in one direction-out through the
exhaust. The molecules are much too smalJ to be seen even with a
microscope, but the pump jogs them along and at least start;, them in
the right direction.
A perfect vacuum would be one in which there is not a single free
molecule.

For over forty years scientists have been trying to pump and jog
and herd more molecules out of vessels. There are still in the best
vacuum obtainable more molecules per cubic centimeter than there
are people in the world, in other words, about two billion. Whenever
a new jogging device is invented, it becomes possible to eject a few
million more molecules.
The Research Laboratories of the General Electric Company have
spent years in trying to drive more and more molecules of air from
containers. The chief purpose has been to study the effects obtained,
as, for example, the boiling away of metals in a vacuum.
This investigation of high vacua had unexpected results. It became
possible to make better X-ray tubes - better because the X-rays
could be controlled; to make the electron tubes now so essential in
long-range wireless communication more efficient and trustworthy;
and to develop an entirely new type of incandescent lamp, one which
is filJed with a gas and which gives more light than any of the
older lamps.
No one can foretell what will be the outcome of research in pure
science. New knowledge, new ideas inevitably are gained. And
sooner or later this new knowledge, these new ideas find a practical
application. For this reason the primary purpose of the Research
Laboratories of the General Electric Company is the broadening of
human knowledge.
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Editorials
FOOTBALL AND THE HOWARD SPIRIT.

'"l'ue annual clash in football between .1:--loward and Lincoln Universities
which took place on rfhanksgiving Day in 1\n1erican League Park in
Washington served not only to cli5pel any doubt that 111ay have previously existed as to the high place of football as the n1ost popular sport
among American college and university students, but also sho,ved that
such contests are the best 111ea11s of indicating the true coefficient of
college altt111ni loyalty.
Baseball, our great national pastime, is of course properly classed as
a major sport in college athletics and has a ,vide and enthusiastic indorsement among all undergraduates, but football, unlike baseball, is a branch
~f athletics which can trace its inception, as ,veil as its highest development, to the athletic fields of colleges and not to professional league parks.
Football makes a stronger appeal to the undergraduate than any other
forn1 of extra-curriculum activity. This is the one attraction that calls
to its eager in<lorscment and loyal support, practically the entire student
body. Football gan1es ,vith rival institutions of long standing constitute
the occasion for the highest manifestation of college spirit.
Because of the large attendance of .students, alumni and friends, the
revenues from these contests are in the aggregate more than adequate
for financing this particular sport. 'fhe surplus of course must be used
for the support of other less favored sports which would have scant existence. if the returns fron1 football ,vere not so generous.
Through the entire college course, football more than any other activity,
elicits a larger amount of attention, interest and enthusiasm from the
undergraduates of every taste, aptitude and tendency. It really offers
the best occasion for the unrestrained and united expression of college
spirit and ioyalty. On no other occasion, probably, do all unite with one
mind, one heart, and one voice. The ,vhole college gives a striking
instance of group psychology and thousands of students act as one man
in urging their struggling heroes on to victory. The players themselves
carry in their bosoms the concentrated hope and united purpose of all
the partisan spectators. 'l'his attachment formed, during undergraduate
days, for this sport as the rallying point around which to demonstrate his
highest interest in and devotion for his Alma ."fi1ater, is carried by the

133
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student, when he becomes an alumnus, into the various walks of business
and professional life. No other single interest possesses greater persuasive
power to bring him back to the scenes of his college days- not even his
class reunions or the induction of a new president into office.
\,\That is true, in this respect, of the college world in general was strikingly sho,Yn in the Howard-Lincoln contest on Thanksgiving Day in
A111erican League Park.
Alumni by the hundreds responded to the call of old lioward in generous and impressive fashion. 'fhey came by auto1nobile and by regular
and special trains fro1n all the large cities of the East, fron1 the middle
West as far as Cleveland, Detroit and Chicago, and frotn the South as
far,as Jacksonville, Florida. This splendid showing on the part of our
prosperous and devoted graduates is a high tribute to their staunch
loyalty for Alma Mater.
The RECORD feels that the football game n1erely served as the occasion
and not the cause for this exhibition of interest, and cherishes the ardent
hope that, by reason of the new Howard spirit, there will be other functions in connection with our University life which may call forth the
loyalty of the Alumni in equal degree. Three cheers for brawn! Three
times three for brain!
G. M. L.
E VENING CLASSES AT H OWARD UNI VERSITY.

with the \Vinter Quarter, J 92), Jloward University will
inaugurate a system of evening classes. These classes are to be taught by
the regular university instructors, and are to yield full credit towards a
degree. They will exact the sa1ne requiren1ents and n1aintain the same
standards as the day classes.
1'he need of such evening classes is evident and unmistakable. In
the public schools of Washington, in the governn1ent departments, and
in the city at large will be found many a person who will avail himself
of this exceptional opportunity to secure a college education. A few
l1ave asked for it; many have been waiting for it; and others, \vhile not
particularly concerned about it in the past, will now give it serious
thought and consideration. Our neighbor, George ..vVashington University,
has over two thousand students enrolled in evening classes.
Evening classes are but one phase of the effort of some of our colleges
and-universities to render maximum service by n1aking use of other than
the traditional methods of instruction or the tradtional periods of the
day or year. Thus it is that we find such institutions operating night
schools, correspondence schools, sum1ner schools. The University of
Chicago occupies a notable position in this respect because of its helpful
correspondence school and its admirable sun1mer school.
The RECORD feels that evening classes at Ho,vard ,vill mark a clear and
distinct extension of the usefulness and influence of the university. And
it sincerelv hopes that this movement, so full of promise and possibilities,
will soon be followed and supplemented by another ,vith similar potentialities for good-the establishment of a summer school.
w. J. B,
BEGINNING
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ANOTHER LITTLE YEAR.

on the trolley I overheard a woman say, "vVhy, how time has
flown 1 It seems only yesterday since the last new year came in, and
here is another one right upon us.. , Passing along the street, I glimpsed
the bright twinkle in a mischievous laddie's eye as he yelled across to
a playfello\v, "Yo, Brady, it's nineteen-twenty! 'Member, you said you'd
have a whole new outfit for the gang by nex' year, an' now nex' year's
here, an' you ain1t got it!" At a ho1ne where 1 was visiting, the youngest
daughter, a fifteen-year-old, bubbled avvay over the telephone, "Do come
over, A.untie, and see n1y hair all done up. Mother promised to let me
put it up this year, and really, it just seemed as though nineteen-twenty
would never come." 1'he big sister of twenty years laughed, amused, as
she entered the roo1n. "That dear child has been planning the last ten
months to look grown up. It seen1s just yesterday since I was having
such fits, and that youngster was little more than a tot." Then, on the
campus of a big university, a small group of students chatted away about
the ended holidays. "And no,v, just think, it's a new year. Next year
three of us shall leave. It hardly seems possible when one stops to
look back."
And so the conunents passed at the first of the year of 'twenty; but
soon they were forgotten, duties became routine again, and finally all of
the little thrill of the nev,rness of the year died away. But the thrill
returned ,vith the passing of 'twenty and the coming of 'twenty-one.
Listen no,v, as you mo,·e about, and you will hear the same comments
put in different words, and expressed by different people, of course, but
all bearing the same 1neaning-that time has fl.own fro1n the older ones,
and lagged behind the very young. I wonder ,vhether the woman who
was on the trolley with me thinks this year has passed as swiftly as the
one before it? I wonder whether the little boy has yet furnished the
"gang" with the pron1ised outfit? Oh, I \vonder whether the fifteenyear-old maid feels as grown up as she expected to with her hair atop
her pretty head? 1\nd the seniors in the big university-. Do they
realize how nearly finished is their last little year, though it has scarce
begun?
11:an closes his eyes in reminiscence, and drifts back over the swift
years of perhaps many changes in his life. He closes his eyes in dreaming, and soars to the heights of his desires in the unborn years of his
longed-for future. And even as he does this, his time is passing-swiftly.
This year ends some struggle; begins the realization of some dream.
Work right through it, from the very start of it, and see it bring you
nearer to your goal. A year is such a little thing-a year is such a big
thing. One day you are bidding it ,..,elcome, the next, it seems, you are
bidding it farewell. It is tediously long, or alarmingly short, just as
you decree. It is for you to determine whether your annual good-bye
and welcome is to be joyous or sad. It is for me to determine whether
SITTING
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mine will be joyous or sad. In the big uni\·ersity, it is for lhe stu<lent
mass to govern those 111inute details which will 1nake for the old 1vlater
a record joyous or sad.
By individualizing I would not suggest selfishness; I ,vould sin1ply
stress the importance of the work of the individual. \Vork alone, and
at the san1e ti111e, work with the group; but, for the sake of yourself,
for the sake of your i1nme<liate surroundings, for the sake of your people,
for the sake of the world, work "'ith sincerity. Each 111iJ1ute, used truly.
adds to the hour and the day which grow out of the tin)e consu1ned. The
worker grows into the habit of fidelity, and soon he has behind hin1 an
entire year, and a good one. It n1ight just as easily have been exactly
reversed. 'fhen think how that person, in re1niniscence, ,vould rue
that year.
Make this resolution ( although surely it need not be at a particular
time of the year): "To myself I will be true." Then, carrying it ever
in your 1nind, watch yourself acquire a different aspect towards things
in general; watch the clays g]i<le past, apace with "'hat you are accomplishing, instead of leaping away, and leaYing you far behind. Then
hear your contented self say at the end of 1921, "\Vhat a happy, busy
little year l"
0TTIE GRAIIAlf
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THE RE LATION OF THE CHURCH TO SOCI AL PROGRAMS.*

T

IIA1' the church of Jesus Christ in the world today has greater
responsibilities than at any time since J lis resurrection and ,\scension
must be adn1ittcd by all who have given but a casual glance at its past
history and prc,cnt responsibility.
For a long tin1c n1en thought that the progra111 of Jesus Christ for I-Iis
church ,vas only concerned with the psychical life of the individual, but
•
since the world has received such a haptism of fire upon the front line
trenches of the recent war, ,ve haYe con1e to believe that the n1ission
or function of the church is both psychical and physical.
The church was established for man and not 111an for the church, as
so 111any people have thought and for this very reason men have been
slow to feel that the progran1 of the church, as they have received it,
should be n1aclc to include the whole 111::tn and his activities toward his
fello\v-n1an.
!vfany of the old tenets and principles of the church must be reset so
as to meet the present needc; of 111an today. I am not altogether una\vare
that there are n,any "·ho are not as yet prepared to accept this statement,
but when we remen1her that the \\'Oriel of hu1nan beings has passe<l
through a n1ighty revolution ancl has been in the seething pot or melting
pot out of which has co1ne a new world and a ne,v people, then the above
state111ent will he seen to a better advantage.
Society is not the san1e today in thought an<l in action as it was n1any
years ago, and it is this thought in n1incl which leads us to consider the
relation of the church to social progran1s.
All society. '"hether civilized or not. has certain definite plans in view
and certain ends toward which it directs its efforts ,vhich are derived
either consciously or unconsciously.
The unit of society is man and n1an is a social being, therefore it
follows that in dealing ,vith social programs we mu<;t take under consideration "·hat progran1s arc necessary for 111an's social needs.
\Ve believe that programs differ slightly in various communities
because communitiec; differ as to their respective environments. Therefore, ,vhat may be accepted in one con1munity 1nay be rejected in another
· given comn1unity.
Tn discussing social programs. it must be rememhered that ,ve have
reference to that distinct outline of comn1unity action which includes
the bettern1ent of the whole community.
1'hcre are those "'ho believe in social hetterment for a part of society
ancl will stress goyernrnental policy so as to meet the needs of a certain
g-roup. A great deal has been said and written upon the fact that society
* Delivered at the Convocation of the School of Religion, 11arch, 1920.
Published by Digital Howard @ Howard University, 1920
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in our American life is heterogeneous rather than homogeneous, but let
that be as it may, ,ve 1nust insist that there can be no satisfactory social
program ,vhich does not include the ,vhole mass of soc~ety. _Social
programs should begin then with the lowest typ: of society ( 1f you
grant that there is such type) and proceed to the highest, the subnorn:al
and abnorn1al as well as the normal, and this should be the regnant pnnciple actuating the social leaders in e.-ery section.
.
.
It is not my purpose in this brief time to cover all the hnes of social
endeavor, but to mention the more prominent ones and then call your
attention to what should be or is the relation of the church to these.
Social programs n1ust include the industrial, econon1ical, physical,
moral, psychical, [as ,,·ell as] all other proble1ns connected \Yith human
society. The fiercest struggle, perhaps, is to be found in the industrial
conditions of the present day society. The effort to earn a livelihood
is one of the things ,, hich give the me,nbers and leaders of society a
great deal of concern. That man has a right to earn his bread is generally admitted, but too often do we find barriers set up ,vhich tend to
hinder a certain group from earning a living or perhaps I had better
say, from having an equal opportunity for earning a livelihood. This
should be remedied and society must make a program ,vhich ,vii\ give
to every man a chance to earn his daily bread along w·ith that of his
fellows.

In this field of endeavor we find that organized labor sometimes attempts to ignore all who are not identified with it, and then entrenches
itself by refusing certain ones the privilege to enter the organization.
The church n1ust so indoctrinate society until it ,viii be ,villing to accept
all men irrespective of condition, color, or creed to the full enjoy1nent
of life, liberty and in the pursuit of happiness. Son1e may argue that
the church must not interfere in this field, but ,ve <lo not think that the
church should sit idly by and see the 1nembers of society denied their
inalienable right to enter any and all fields of industry if they are qualified
from a basis of merit.
It matters not ho,v n1ttch men or some men may speak disparagingly
of the church and its ·work, it n1ust be remembered that no organization
on earth has the influence and the right to represent man more than the
church; for there is no organization "·hich is free to act for the benefit
of man more than the church.
Then we should not only see to it that men be allowed to \vork but
that they receive fair compensation for a day's work. The church ~ust
also take a very decided stand in favor of having equal social justice
meted out to the members of society, irrespective of previous condition
for no society can rise to the heights which it mio-ht attain unless ther~
be fair play granted to each me111ber of the body ;olitic.
The social program for social justice must he in keeping with the word
of God and the church must be and is the visible representative of the
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living God and must discourage all forms of evil which exist in the
social unit. I an1 not nnaware that many will say that the cause of this
condition of social injustice is due to the delinquency of certain members
of certain distinctive groups. \,Ye hear a great deal of talk about the
•
delinquency of certain groups in An1erican life and that the larger per
cent of criminality is to be seen an1ong this group, but I wish to en1phasize
the fact that crinie knows no color or creed, but is the result largely of
a condition. The progra1n of society or the social progran1 •1nust include
the plan to reduce cri1ninality and to this end the church must enter into
the fullest sy1npathy with society in eradicating cri111e. 1'he feeling of
antipathy which brings about great 111isundcrstanclings a1nong 111embers
of society results in rnany cases in the worst form of crimes known to
history; these progra1ns n1u;.t seek to bring about a better feeling among
the Yarious social groups o E society. In other words, the progran1 should
have a plan whereby we could work out a con1plete plan for race adjustments. This is an old saying and appears at times 1neaningless, and
it is and will forcYer remain so unless the church wilJ come to the rescue
of society and Yitalize this saying and make it worth while. Ho,v can
this be done? It can be done in n1any ways, but I desire to mention just
a fe\\' for your consideration. .\mong the very first suggestions ,vhicb
I would mention would lie that of a getting together n1eeting and having
a correct understan<ling of the things "·hich bring about this one great
evil of present-day problems.
To begin, the churches of any given con11nunity should be large enough
in vision, deep enough in spirituality to get a 111eeting of representatives
of each and every church in that con1111unity to attend a group 111eeting
and, then and there, discuss frankly the causes and re1nedies for racial
adjust1nents. 'fhe niinisters of these churches could preach special sermons on brotherhood, eniphasizing the need of the Spirit of Jehovah
among the 111embers of these respective churches, calling for a closer
cooperation among Christian helievers for the one con1mon end-the
better understanding an1ong the different racial groups in that community.
Then there should be a sur,·ey made of the needs of that particular
community and the facts so gathered should be brought to such a meeting
and there studied. cliscussed and made the basis of a program which
would be so inclusive that not a member of the social unit could feel that
the program did not include him.
In fact, if the Church of J e§us is to be the salt of the earth and the
light of the \IV'orld, it mu<:.t be 111ade a haven for all ,vho are distressed
from any cause in the con1munities, and those who are thus situated
should be brought lo realize that the Church was intensely interested
in them. Too often the charge is made that the church must work for
the salvation of the souls of men, and I do not ,vish to underestimate
the value of this work, for no work can be greater than that of saving
the souls of men; but then w~ shoul~ lay emphasis also upon the fact
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that the lives and bodies of men must be saved. The work of the church
as \Ve see it certainly, for humanity ceases upon an individual when the
life (physical) ceases.
•
The proaram of society as it effects the workingman needs to be
revised andb the church should n1ake it possible for the ,vork'1ng man to
feel that he has one place where he can go and find absolute fairness.
He should be n1ade to feel that the Church is his friend and by that I
do not wish to say that he should be 1nade to feel so irrespective of right
and the obliaations he o,ves to his en1ployer, and he should feel that the
church \vould give hin1 the correct inforn1ation and help as to his special
problems.
I am of the opinion that the reason there is such a fierce struggle and
determined effort on the part of the working111an against the capitalist
is due to the wrong in1pressio11 and the wrong 111ethods ,vhich have been
employed by society to bring about the solution of this problem. That
the teaching of Jesus, if applied, ,vould settle every proble1n known to
humanity must be admitted, but our trouble along this line is that too
many men have tried to settle all of their problen1s without taking into
the equation the most vital factor-the teaching of the Christ.
When it comes to this the church 1nust lead and 1nust so influence
society until it will include in its program the teaching of Jesus and then
will all of our problen1s be interpreted by the best solution. That the
program of society must be free from class has already been mentioned
by me, but while the church must seek to have the ·workingman feel that
it is interested in him, yet this should not be done by allo,ving society to
perpetrate a wrong upon the capitalist class. For the church must stand
out as the champion of h1.1n1an rights and not the chan1pion of the rights
of any particular class of humanity.
When we come to the econon1ical phase of our social life, it might be
considered under a brief statement. The recent ,var, among the many
things which it taught society. did not emphasize any more than that
of thrift. This may seen1 a little far afield, but then the church must
teach the people the adYantages of saving part of their earnings.
This is one of the features of the present school system and it should
have the unstinted support and endorsement of the church. The program must not be simply to teach men to make money, but should teach
them the habit of thrift, \vhich should be made a definite program of the
church as ,vell as society.
The church must teach people to secure property for this \Vill make
a man a better citizen and I n1ight say a better Christian. As a rule we
have over-emphasized our citizenship in Heaven and have neglected the
o?portunity of becoming good citizens here on the earth. Jesus Christ
himself
taught that a man should be a haood citizen and should meet the
•
requirements of the g0Yern1nent, for I-le found it necessary to pay the
government tax and thus set an exatnple to the disciples. But how should
https://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol15/iss3/1
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this program be made a part of the church program? There should be
bulletins distributed a1nong the people, sennons preached, business men
secured to make talks rather than lectures, for the forn1er method as a
rule is n1ore effectiYe than the latter, in this field of endeavor for the
masses of society, then there should be secured the best approved statistics
and these 111ight be given in public n1eetings.
The church should urge the people to purchase homes, for when a
n1an has a home, he beco111es a better man in the comn1unity, one of the
reasons why our American life has been so threatened here in recent
years has been due to the fact that in n1any instances the stranger within
our gates has not been a property owner, has not been interested in our
institutions other than to get what he could and send it back to his
own land.
The social progran1 1nust be brought into full accord with the church
as to the foreign clen1ent in our An1erican life. \Ve are now considering
the Americanization of the foreign elen1ents in our nation an<l to my
mind, no institution can do 111ore than the church to Americanize these
people in our 111idst. vVhile the church and the school are looked upon
as distinct organizations, yet I a111 a believer in the teaching that the
church and the school n1ust be united if we \vould bring about the
highest type of An1ericanization of these foreign-born people in our midst.
But if we would get the best results, we n1ust seek to Christianize them
as well as 1\mericanize then1, for no people \Vill become trust\vorthy
and dependable respecting the rights of others as they should unless they
are imbued with the sayings of Jesus : "Do unto others as ye would
that they do unto you." This 111ight be a good n1otto to have engraved
in every com111unity, in every shop, factory, n1ill, mine, institution, hall,
crossroad, town, han1let, city, state, and nation.
For it is a disregard of this principle ,vhich has brought about so much
strife, yea, bloodshed among n1e111bers of society.
In certain con1munities there are school leagues and the church should
give to these leagt1es the best she has both in advice and leadership. She
must fall into line ,vith this move111ent and help in the education of all
the people.
The church should encourage pttblic education and should include
this in her program. I fear that in our eagerness to establish our own
schools ( church schools) ,vhich is right and just, \Ve have not given the
support we should have giYen to the public school. In short, there should
be the closest possible relationship between the church and the school.
If we mention benevolence or charity, many persons believe this to
be one of the most important functions of the church after the preaching
of the Gospel, for many people think that the n1ission of the church is
to give to the poor. For from time immemorial the beggar has found
it very profitable to stand at the entrance of the gate to the temple to
receive alms from the worshippers as they passed in and out of the temple,
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Society has adopted a differcnl plan for the work of charity and has
fonned 111any organizations to look after this feature of its \vork. These
organizations, rnany of then1, have made the \\·ork ?f ~harity
col?, a_
heartless business and so the real work of these organ1zat1ons consJsts 111
investigation and then relief. I do not conden111 these methods unless
they seek to control the church in its work of charity.
The church therefore 1nust seek to get the spirit of Jesus Christ into
these organizations and wann up the cold business n1ethods and give to
the111 a touch of hu111an brotherhood. Then again there is danger of
son1e church sin1ply looking after its own poor, which is not to be con. den1ned altogether, but while it :,houl<l look after its own poor, yet the
church 1nust re111e1nbcr that the whole connnunity has clain1s upon her
and that she n1ust seek to relieve the poor wherever they are found. The
church rnust so i1npress the leaders of society until they will so arrange
their progran1s not to 111ake beggars, but to put men on their feet so
that they can beco1ne assets rather than mere liabilities of the social
organism.
The social program 1nust indude in this connection a plan by ·which
those ,vhose poverty depends upon the fact that they cannot find ,vork,
can find work and thus have thcn1selves brought fro1n under this ban.
vVhen ,ve con1e to the social progra111 as to recreation, we find a much
larger field than ,Ye ,vill haYe tin1e here to speak of.
The question as to the right and wrong kinds of recreations and sports
must be detennined fro1n at least two viewpoints.
The first is the status of a given con1n1unity and its conscience and the
other, ,vhich to my 111ind should be the n1ore controlling factor, should be
determined by its n1oral quality; for 1 believe that there is in every form
of recreation a n1oral quality.
This should cletermine whether this or that is right or ,vrong. The
church should place its stan1p of disapproval upon any form of recreation as wrong and pernicious ·which tends to lower the 1norals, not only
of the comn1unity as a whole, but any unit of that con1munity.
There should be playgrounds well supervised for the children in every
con1munity and to my mind it would be a good plan whenever possible
that the church should throw open its lot for a playground where the
people of the community could gather and play and thus develop their
physical life.
The sa1ne rule governing recreation should be applied to an1usements.
I am a firn1 believer that all forn1s of a111use1nent should be supervised,
and that the church should so influence society until it ,vii! include in its
program only those forms which ,vill be conducive to good morals.
Pern1it me to say that the social progran1 as to the marital relations
should be carefully guarded and 1nen and ,vo1nen should not be allowed
to enter into this relationship unless it be for the highest 111otives and
purposes. Society should be so in1proved until the marriage tie would
https://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol15/iss3/1
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be considered as a most sacred obligation and the church must insist that
it be observed religiously. 'l'he church n1ust insist that not only has
every child the right to be \veil born, but well developed. The most
precious thing in the world is a human being, and the social program
1nust recognize that hun1an life is sacred an<l as such must not be taken
without due process of law.
The spirituality of the con1n1unity should not be overlooked because
this is the 111ost in1portant part of 111an and the church must seek to
spiritualize the conununity. \,Yhen we speak of spiritualizing the community, we do not 1nean en1otionalizing the co111n1unity. Lack of time
prevents 1ne fro111 discussing the difference between these two ideas._
Under this idea allow me to say that when this is done, there will be a
proper regard for the Lord's Day. 1'he church has a stupendous task
before it in our n1etropolitan cities lo have a proper observance of the
Lord's Day. I do not believe in the stern force of the law to bring about
a proper regard for this day, but that we should so educate society until
it of itself ·will keep it as a day in honor of our resurrected Lord.
The church must so impress the social unit until it will seek to place
First things first and \viii include in its program the religious or spiritual
life of the con1munity.
We 1nust seek to i111press social leaders everywhere that no problem
can be solved rightly when they alternpt to solve it without taking into
account the psychical clen1ent and the teaching of Jesus Christ.
This is ,vhy the "·orld is in its present state. 1'Ien have tried to settle
their problems without making use of the plan which our Lord has given
to them.
The church occupies the pivotal point in our civilization as well as
being its bulwarks and the sooner we get this into the minds of the leaders
everywhere, the sooner will the ,vorlct becon1e a fit place in which to live.
This can also be done when we get the \Yorld to accept, to believe, and
to set in full motion the absolute doctrine of the Fatherhood of God and
the Brotherhood of Man.
vv. H. SToKEs,
Pastor of Ebenezer Baptist Chiwch, Rich1nond, Va.
MY EXPERIENCES IN THE RECENT POLITICAL CAMPAIGN,

N :rvionday 1norning• Septen1ber 27th, I was in New York at the
National Republican Headquarters ready to work in the campaign.
It seemed too impossible to be true. In the wildest flight of a lurid
imagination ,vho \Yould have drean1ed only a few years ago that a colored
won1an vvould be appointed to take charge of the women of her race
either in the East or the \Vest in a campaign to elect a President of the
United States? But there I was. as strange and impossible as it seemed,
and there \vas no time to lose. The election was only six "'eeks off and
there was ·work enough for six months at least. \i\That ,vas I asked to do?

O
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Briefly speaking, 1 ,vas asked to get as n1any colored ,von1en to vote for
Harding and Coolidge as T could. llow was that to be <lone? By
organizing colored won1en in the follo,Ying States in which I ,vas actually
to \\'Ork-Connecticut, Dela ware, 1 [aryland, ?vTas:--achusetts, N e,v Jersey,
1\ew York, Pennsylvania and Rhode Island. '·I-Io,v :-,hall I start? \Vhat
n1ust I do first?" I inquired of a n1an who had had a great deal of
experience in politics? "You n1ust learn to play the ga111e," he replied
laconically.
J n trying to follow his instructions I discovered that the ABC of ''playing the ga111c'' ,Yas to do nothing in any State which \\'as not approved by
the State Chairn1an. It would have been in1possihle for n1e to render
any service worth while, if I had violated that principle in any way.
In making inquiries of the gentlen1e11 who had charge of the Colored
Bureau, 1 learned that a co111111ittee of colored n1en had heen appointed
in the Eastern Division to work for the Republican Party. I decided to
appoint a co111n1ittee of \\'Otncn to correspond with that of the 1uen. Of
course I had nothing whatever to do with the selection of the ,vomen
who served on this con1n1ittee. l n each case the woinen were chosen by
representatives of their respecti\'e States and endor£ed by the State
Chairn1en. I a111 sort)' 1 can not take credit Eor selecting the ,vo1nen ,vho
represented the Eastern Division, for a n1ore capable. 1nore earnest and
1nore forceful group it would have been exceedingly difficult to find.
It required n1ore than one day. or even two 1 to get this con1n1ittee
appointed, to say the least. In the procc:.-;s of appoin!tnent, the nan1es of
the State Chainnan and of tl·,e colored 111en who represented their respective States becan1c very fa1niliar to me indeed. It has been repeatedly
affirn1ed that n1en who were forced to do political work with \\'0111en
would look upon their newly-enfranchi,-ed sisters as nuisances to the last
degree. But, if the n1en ,vith whon1 l worked in the East entertained
that opinion, they were Past Grand 1) asters at the art of concealment.
They rendered me every as,istance in their power, were patient and
apparently never weary in well-doing.
When the na111es of the won1en ,Yere sent n1e and ,vere endorsed by the
State Chairmen, I notified thcn1 of their appointn,ent upon the comn1ittee and urged then1 to accept. Xohocly declined, T an1 glad to say.
Since this was the easiest and 1nost direct way to organize. it ,vas ,veil
worth the pains expended and the tirne consunied to get this corn1nittee.
In response to n1y request soine of lhe con1n1ittee sent 111e the natnes of
as 111any ,von1en in their respectiYe States as they could get in the short
ti111e allotted them. I sent out hundreds of letters to these ,von1en
urging them to register and vote the straight Republican ticket ~ oven1ber'
2nd. It ,vas the only way I could con1e into personal contact ,vith the1n,
since it was impossible to visit all the States.
As a rule, the States in the East were well-organized and the women
almost without exception very enthusiastic. I was invited to deliver
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an address in \Viln1ington, Delaware. ,\ short while before the tneeting
I heard a band playing a lively tune near by. I\[rs. 1\lice Dunbar Nelson,
1ny hostess, told n1e to look out of the window. \ Vhen I did so, I
saw nearly one thousand colored wo111en parading in front of the house,
headed hy a hand and 111arching like veterans. ,\s they entered the
theater where the speeches were rnade, each won1an ,vaved an American
flag.
ln addition to keeping in as close touch as possible with ·the n1embers
of n1y con1n1ittee, "'riting- letters. helping to arrange 111ceti11gs, supplying
speakers on request, attending 1neeti11~r near Xew York and sp-eaking
myself, it "'as 1ny duty to talk with tho~c who ,vished to see n1e at
Headquarters. And folks really like to ask questions, express opinions
and tnake predictions before a presidential election! 1'hat is indelibly
impressed upon 1ny mind. On the third floor of the fine building in
,Yhich the Republican Headquarters were located 1 had an office lighted
by a large ,Yindow which occupied the entire space partitioned off for
that purpose. For two ,,·eeks before the election I spoke nearly every
night, took a n1idnight train hack to X ew York and ,vas at 1ny desk at
Headquarters in the n1orning. It was truly a strenuous and an interesting
life, while it lasted.
It is a great ten1ptation to refer lo so1ne of the views which a few of
my visitors let fall. But I :;hall only call attention to the charge that
colored people were "segregated" at the National Headquarters. If
that be true, then, by the san,e token· representatiYes of other races
which c-on1pose the population of the l' nited States were "segregated,"
too. For, these representatives were asked by the R.epublican Party
to assist it in reaching as many of their respective groups as they could,
so that it n1ight roll up a great ,·ictory at the polls. '!'he space assigned
me at Headquarters ,vas shared ,vith two Czecho-S!oYak n1en who \\'ere
trying to reach and influence their racial group to vote for Harding and
Coolidge.
Colored women in every State of the East, as they did elsewhere left
no stone unturned to elect the Republican ticket at the recent election.
Classes in voting \\'ere held everywhere for clays before the Great Tuesday. There ,vas a san1ple vote, for instance. ,vomen ·were taught ho,v
to mark their ballots for Harding and Coolidge and ho,v to mark them
for the candidates in their respective States. l\1any \von1en cheerfully
gave their services to do this important \York. Vvith my own eyes I
saw the earnest, strenuous efforts made in Ne,v York City to teach
colored women to vote. l\Iany won1en in -:\'e,v York really kno,v what
an in1portant factor they are in politics and they play the game exceedingly well.
Tt is a great ten1ptation to mention son1e of the distinguished men I
n1et vvhile I ,vas ,vorking in the can1paign. But, if I started, I would
not know ·where to stop. Nearly every 11onday I was invited to lunch
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at the Hotel \Tanderbilt, the lleadquarters of the \Vo1nen's Republican
Club in Ne,v \' ork City. There I 111et son1e of the n1ost (listinguished
women in the country an<l heard then, speak. Several colored ,von1en
belong to this club and there was absolutely no discri1nination shown in
any ,vay, shape or fonn. 1'heir courtesy to n1e was greatly appreciated,
of course. 1Irs. Coolidge ,\·as the gnest of honor on one occasion. l
had the pleasure of n1ecting her there and ,vhen she visited the National
Headquarters as well.
Going to l\Iarion and hearing Senator Harding on Social Justice Day
was one of the n1ost interesting- and delightful experiences in n1y life.
As I looked at the n1an who is to preside over the destinies of this country
for the next four years, as I heard hin1 expres:-;ing the noblest sentiments
,vith the deepest feeling in the 1110:;t eloquent ancl genuine 1nanner, I
felt that the citizens in general and colored people in particular had a
right to look for,Yard to his ad1ninistra1 ion "·ith courage and hope.
It ,vas a great pleasure to n1cet the three colored men on the Super-·
committee-11r. Henry Lincoln Johnson, ;\ational Com1nitteeman; the
Hon. Charles Cottrell, ex-United State., ?\finister to IIonolulu, and l\Ir.
R. R. Church, Jr., President of the 1.incoln League, \vhich helped so
greatly to cause Tenne:-:see to vote for Senator IIarding as President.
These three colored n1cn certainly di<l fine (ean1 work. They worked
together as one n1an-three souls with hut a single thought-three hearts
that beat as one-at a ti1ne ,vhen the race needs to unite on things essential, if it never neecled to do so before.
It does not take long to tell the story of tny appointtnent. About the
third ,veek in Septen1bcr one of 1ny friends asked J\lr. IIenry Lincoln
Johnson to grant her a favor. J-{e told her that in the future he "'Ould
have nothing to do with "·on1an 's work, as a "'on1an had been selected
to render that service. Soon after that I entered the roo111 where Col.
Johnson and my friend \\'ere talking. '':.\l rs. \V.," he said, "let me
present you to Tvlrs. Terrell. who has been chosen Director of the Committee for Eastern District ,vork ,\n1ong Colored \Vomen." As I did
not know that a colored \\'0111an ,Yas to be appointed or that I was being
considered at all, I was very much surprised. After J had been endorsed
by l\ir. Colladay, Chairn1an, and ::.\1r. Galliher of the District Committee,
General Coletnan Dupont, one of the five on the Super-Committee, notified me of n1y appointtnent and requested 1ne to co111e to Ne,v York
immediately to start the ·work. Tn spite of his n1illions, General Dupont
is one of the most Democratic n1en I have ever 111et .
. I received _no salary for the work I did as Director. I was glad to
give my services to the Repub1ican Party. :rviy expenses were paid and
we let it go at that.
It ,vas impossible to complete the organization. as some of us \vished
to do. But, since this i1nportant ,vork \~'as started onlv six weeks before
the election, the results were very satisfactory and, gratifying indeed.
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As a whole, our won1en felt the responsibi!itv
restinoupon then1 ' assumed
,
b
it cheerfully and worked to elect Harding and Coolidge with a right
good will.
l\L\RY C1nJRCII T~RR8LL,

Director, Co1n111itfcc of t!te Eastern District fVork /lniong Colored
fVomc11, Fon11erl3 of the Fac,ulty at Hoivard,
1

SYSTEMIC INFECTIONS DUE TO ORAL SEPSIS.
Diseases of the Body Due to Mouth Infections.
Abstract of first lecture by Dr. C. E. Bentley, Chicago, at Howard University,
November 30.

OU1'I-I infections, of the teeth and gun,s, are as productive of
bodily diseases as are infected tonsils or chronic pus fonnations
in other body locations. Just as often they are the cause of arthritis
( infla1111nation of the joints), cholecystitis ( inflan1111ation of the gall
bladder), endocarditis ( inflan11nation of the heart lining) and nephritis
( inflan1111ation of the kidneys). The evil effects of oral sepsis, or suppurative 111outh infection, extend to all syste1ns of the body, The relation between these effects and the suppurative infection causing them is
constantly overlooked because the existence of the original infection
itself is overlooked for the reason that its chief seat is the n1outh, vVhen
found, the cause is generally regarded as the result of ill health conditions with \Vhich it is associated. Proof of the cause and effect is demonstrated by re1noving the 111outh infection and witnessing the striking effect
it has upon the character and intensity of the ill effects,
Such \\'as the reasoning and exposition of fact of Dr. \Villia111 I-Iunter,
of London, in 1911. He and others noted the in1proven1ent 111 health
which followed the extraction of affected teeth in hundreds of cases.
But Dr. Frank Billings, of Chicago, and more particularly Dr. E, C.
Rosenow, have found the 111icro-organis111 in the original focus or center
of infection in the mouth or tonsil and traced it to the inflan,ed joint
or diseased organ, They have applied the acid test of science, isolated
the micro-organisn1, cultivated it, injected it into anin,als, produced the
same disease and finally recovered the organisn1 fron1 the affected tissue
of the animals Furthermore, Rosenow has sho,vn that the focus, or
center of original infection, is not only the place of entrance into the
syste,n of the bacteria, but is also the place ,,·here the organisms acquire
the property of systemic infection.
The experin1ents with animals sho,Yed likewise the affinity of infecting
organis1ns for body organs which had furnished the original infecting
bacteria. Streptococci of appendicitis f ron1 hun,ans, for example. produced inflamn1ation of the appendix in ani111als into which the organisms
were injected. Similar results were obtained in a long series of experin1ents ,vith other infecting bacteria.
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The experiments established the fact that the blood stream carries the
infection, as important a feature as any.
1v1outh infections may be divided into two groups. In the first group
are Gingivitis, or inflan1n1ation of the gums, and pyorrhea alveolivis,
or pus pockets. In the second group are infections acute and chronic
at the apices or root ends of the teeth. 'fhese infections can influence
the body in t'wo ways. One is by 1netastatic infection, the moving about
of the bacteria by passage through the lymph channels into the blood
and the setting up of secondary infection at some distant part. The
other is by absorption, not oi the bacteria the1nselves, but of their toxic,
or poisonous, products. These, after absorption, also reach through the
bloodstream, distant parts of the body and work injury.
Secondary infections produce, beside~ the infla1111nations of joints, gall
bladder, heart lining and kidneys already listed, ulcers of the stomach
and appendicitis, among the n1ost con11non of infectious diseases.
Arthritis, or inflammation of the joints. both chronic and acute, is one
of the most frequent body diseases re~ulting fro111 mouth infection. It
has been established that the large proportion of joint inflammation,
after adolescence, are traceable back to the teeth, bacteria fro111 them,
when infected primarily. being transported by the blood to the joints and
there setting up the secondary infection.
Arthritis in persons under 20 years of age, however, is generally due,
not to tooth infections, but to secondary infections of the tonsils, adenoid
tissue or of the sinuses. Infections in 111id<lle and later life are traceable
as a rule directly to the teeth.
Treatment of arthritis by ren1oval of affected teeth 1nay not yield
imn1ediately striking results but thal is neces~ary as the first and most
important step with treatn1ent for the secondary or local joint infections
to follow.
Endocarditis, like arthritis, is a secondary infectious disease which
affects in its most dangerous fonn not the younger but the older patients.
Streptococcus is the con11non, virulent germ causing these heart lesions,
or infectious injuries.
Arteriosclerosis, hardening of the walls of the arteries, is another
bodily ailment which we are now gro,,,ing to believe more and more is
chargeable to mouth infection. Infection of any sort predisposes to
arterial disease and increasing blood pressure. At Johns Hopkins Hospital the method in all such cases is to search the mouth for infections.
Dead teeth are X-rayed and suspicious gums examined by a dental diagnostician before final diagnosis.
.
While natural resistance of tissues, especially of the mouth, may
operate to prevent the spread of infections. even for years, it is important to remember that definite lesions frorn these centers are of such
gradual developn1ent that they are not recognized by the patient and do
not come to the physician until they have progressed so far as to be
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incurable, or at least obstinate to treatn1ent. This condition furnishes
the golden opportunity to the dental profession to be of service without
parallel in medical advancen1ent, for the mouth contains more of the
foci or centers of infection than all other regions of the body combined.
It would seem that a pretty bad case has been n1ade against the
teeth, that the indictment against thern would ,varrant their ·wholesale
extraction and an end with then1 for all ti111e, but cautious procedure is
necessary. 'l'he teeth have their i1nportant function in the mastication
and preparatio nof food for assi111ilation. If the syste1n be deprived of
this material and natural aid the condition ,nay be ,vorse through the
loss of teeth than the condition sought to be ren1edie<l by extraction. Bad
in behavior as they may be, it must be re111e1nbered that the teeth are
not the only possible sources of infection and they should not be remove<!
as causes until it is determined that there are no other foci• or generative sources, of infection which n1ight cause the disease in question.
Among the possible sources are the tonsils, paranasal sinuses, or nasal
cavaties, the gall duct, thirty-t,vo feet of intestine, the Fallopian tubes
in the female and prostate gland in the 111alc, and in short v1herever in
the body conditions are favorable for the n1anufacture and distribution
of disease producing organisms, there they will propogate. The mouth,
however, seems to be the tnost pron1inent breeding place for these

infecting organisms.
In general, the diagnosis and treat1ncnt of these infections should be
accon1plished by team work of the physician, the dentist and the radiographer. Assuming they are con1petent, their opinio11 upon their findings
should be supreme. Often bacteriologic findings, the blood count, the
examination of urine and the usual laboratory tests \vill have to be
1nade as a necessary adjunct, but in 111ost cases the three specialists
named will suffice. 'I'he fields of operation of the three overlap. They
should get together and by consultation detern1ine the course to pursue
in a given case. Not any one of these is sufficient unto himself to determine the cause and treatn1ent of infectious diseases.
CHRONIC SUPPURATIVE PERICEMENTITIS.
Abstract of second lecture of the course of lectures by Dr. C. E. Bentley to
students of the Dental College of Howard University.

HRONIC SUPPlJRATIVE PERICE11EN'fITIS is a chronic,
diseased condition of the bony layer surrounding the roots of the
teeth, accompanied by pus fonnation. It is one of the most prevalent
of human diseases and its causes, sympton1s and treatment among the
most important factors governing the general health of the individual.
THE PRI11ARY CAUSE of the disease is injury to the gums with
consequent infection. It is a local disease, although systemic, bacterial
and chemic effects of more general manifestation do follow. Inflammation of the gums precedes the formation of pus pockets. Deposits of

C
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calculus, hard, stoney concretions, follow, as a result and not as a cause
of inflan1mation and suppuration. The calcuius is derived from serum
escaping f ron1 the inflammed ti.;sues. It is not calculus derived from
saliva, ,vhich rareiy produces p11s 00d .ets. Following suppuration and
the deposit of calculus in the pu:, pockets, the r eridental n1embrane, the
me1nbrane surrounding the bony layer about the roots of the teeth,
becon1es invo!Yccl and its fibrous attat hn1ent s1vered. In n1ost cases,
·when the disease has reached the seriol s stage uf definitely forn1ed pus
pockets, the original inflamn1ation bas been forge tten. Years 1nay elapse
bet,vecn the original injury to the gun1s and the detachn1ent of the
periclental me111brane, but all are phases of the san1e pathologic developn,ent, the identical disease.
Jn1paction of food bet,veen the teeth produces the primary injury to
the gun1s which causes by far the greater nutnber of cases of chronic
suppurative pericementitis. :\Iechanical irritation by unremoved accun,ulations and the poisoning of tissues by decomposition of food both
play a part in producing and maintaining the inflammation.
The irritation and poisoning of the delicate investing tissues of the
tooth at the 1nargin of the gu1ns n1ay begin directly the detachment of
the pcridental membrane.
SY:tv1P1'0:tvIS OF TIIE DISEASE, in its earlier stages. are redness

of the gun1s in the localities where injury has taken place and s,velling
of the festoons. or extension of the gu111s bet ween the teeth. The pressure of food accun1t1lations between the teeth may press the inner and
outer edges unduly away from the center of the gun1s between the teeth.
Suppuration occurs in the secluded spaces between the teeth with consequent detachn1ent of the peridental 1nen1brane within reach. The men,brane, once beco1ning detached fro1n the bony outer layer of the tooth
fang, or root. neYct becomes reattached. The bony layer, unlike other
bone fonnation. does not scale off when thus fatally affected, but remains
as a constant irritation to the overlying tissue. In addition the menace
of pus production is constantly present through the agency of 1nicroorgan isn1s in the saliva. \Vith each recurring attack of inflammation of
the gums, the fibers of the peridental 1nembrane become 1nore deeply
inYolved and 1nay be entirely destroyed.
The destructive progress of the disease in the pus pockets is ahvays
to,vards the apex. or terminus. of the root. <leposits of serumal calculus
generallv follow successive stages of inflan1mation and detach1nent of
rericlental n1en1brane along the cen1entum or bony outer layer. heginning
,vith an original deposit and the establishn1ent of a source of infection
on the enamel at the margin of the gum .
.A. 1nost i1nportant effect of the progress of the disease is the displacement of the teeth thereby. The attached fibers of the peri<lental membrane on the si<le opposite the affected membrane, retaining their norn,al
hold. draw the tooth a\\•av from the detached n1en1brane whose fihers have
released their hold and no longer n1aintain the normal pull.
https://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol15/iss3/1
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The result is a gradual shifting of the teeth and disarrangement of the
relation of both arches. Contacts bet,veen upper and lower teeth are
broken, ne,v spaces appear between the teeth, tissue between them is
destroyed, infection follo,vs and the whole dental systen1 is in danger of
becon1ing a wreck.
TREA'l'l\ilEN'r OF 'l'I-IE DISE1\SE den1ands first the protection of
the patient fron1 systemic poisoning whose source is in the infected pus
pockets. PrevcntiYe, palliative or radical treatment should be given as
the case demands.
Preventive treatinent must include a careful, periodic examination of
the gums, noting of areas of inflammation, a study of the cause of each
area and ren1oval of that cause, training of the patient in the general care
of the n1outh and frequent subsequent exan1inations. In all operations
upon the teeth injury to the soft tissues of the gums should be avoided,
especially to the septal tissues, between the teeth, such injuries as are
due to ill-fitting bands for crowns, poor contacts between restored teeth
and overhanging margins and injury fron1 strips in finishing fillings.
Palliative treatment consists rnainly in preventing pus pockets from
becoming deeper by clearing up existing suppuration and preventing a
recurrence. Deposits should be planed, not scraped off, by the dentist,
and each such pocket kept under continnous observation and treatment as
long as the affected tooth ren1ains in the 1nouth. The patient should
cooperate ,vith the dentist by washing out such pockets at least twice
daily ,vith a norn1al salt solution; hy rer110Ying food debris from between
the teeth, and by daily massage of the guns upon retiring. Under this
treatn1ent the progress of the disease may be stayed and the tooth
affected retained for inany years of service without danger to the general
health.
The use of medican1ents in treatment should be avoided. It is now a
recognized fact that practically every drug that has been used in cleansing
pus pockets has done n1ore harm than good. tlany of the antiseptics
used have been successful in destroying the n1icro-organisms present in
the pockets but the drugs ,vhich destroyed the micro-organisms injured
the tissues with which they came in contact to such an extent that
resistance of the tissues ,vas "·eakened so that for days they could not
exercise their normal defensive activity. Today ,ve deem it advisable
to use only such a drug as "·ill re1110\'e mechanically the bulk of the microorganisms and keep the tissues in such condition that they ,vill continue
to exercise their defensive powers to the utinost. Irrigation of the pockets
with sterile water or salt solution is perhaps as effectiYe a cleansing agency
as any to be found.
RADICAL TREAT1\1ENT by root an1putation or extraction should
be employed in all cases "·here teeth fail under palliatiYe treatment.
Wherever severe periodic suppurations occur, and especially in those
cases in w·hich the patient experiences a slight rise in temperature much
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of the time, or if there is soreness of the salivary glands, radical treatment should be employed in order to put a stop pro1nptly to general
infections or special infections in distant parts of the body which n1enace
health and life of patient. 1'oo strong e1nphasis can not be placed upon
the fact that the suppurative condition is cured ahnost i111mediately upon
extraction of the affected tooth.
AIV1PU'l'f\1'ION OF R.001'S, rather than extraction of teeth, is
advisable especially where it is found that the lingual, or inner, roots of
molars are profoundly affected, as is often the case, while labial, or distal,
roots are in perfect health. An1putation of the affected root only will
give the patient use of a tooth for years that is far better than any
artificial substitute, without danger to adjacent teeth or tissues. 'l'he
necessary operaion in such cases is comparatively sin1ple.
ln general and in conclusion, constant watchfulness and cleaning of
the teeth arc the best insurance against tooth infections. "Clean teeth
do not decay," should be the slogan, though the rule is not \Vithout
exception. •\ ca1npa:ign of general education by physicians, dentists and
nurses must be carried on. The 1nost noteworthy single effort in this
direction is that of Forsyth l\le111orial in Boston ,vhere a fund of four
million dollars has been devoted to the erection and cndo\.vn1ent of an
institution for caring for the n,ouths of school children. Dr. A. C.
Fones, in charge of n1outh hygiene in the schools of Bridgeport, Conn.,
reports that, after fiye years of education work and trcatn1ent of the
mouths of children, nu111bering now 20,000 annually, the death rate from
certain co111n1unicablc diseases in the com1nunity has decreased ren1arkably. 'rhese diseases inclucle diptheria, c;carlct fever and n1easles. I-le
reports also that the percentage of reduction in the number of tooth
cavities in the 111ouths of fifth grade children was 34 per cent, and that
the number of retarded chil<lren ,vas reduced ,30 per cent. 'I'oothbrush
drills, classroom talks and steriopticon lectures and instructive literature
sent ho1ne to the parents are among the 111eans used by Dr. Fones. Eventually the guardianship of the healthy mouth and consequently healthy
body, especially of our children, will rest entirely \vith the state and the
nation.
Editor's Note: An abstract of Dr. Bentley's third lecture will be published
in the next issue of the RECORD .

THE CH OICE OF A PROFESSION.

D

URING his lifetime every young 111an is called upon to 111ake three
great decisive choices which are as essential to a .vell-balanced career
as the three sides of a triangle to the co1nplction of the figure.
First, there is the equivocal point in his experience where he stands
at the parting of the ways. }le must decide \Vhether he '"ill obey the
baser or the better instincts of his nature; vvhether he ,vill align his
life ,vith the influences of good or of evil. At this decisive moment he
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determines whether he will 111ake a man out of hin1self and assert his
self-n1astery or pennit hin1self to drift upon the sea of sloth and uncertainty. This dramatic struggle for self-n1astery is related of Hercules
in a beautiful allegory. \Vhen this <le111igocl hat! reached the age of
adolescence, he ,vas confronted hy l\\'O young women who impersonated
the qualities of vice and virtue. }Je ,vas called upon to chose between
the allurements and attractions of the one, and the simple and strenuous
program of the other. }fis right decision laid the basis of his marvelous
exploits and high renown in Grecian story. Adolescence is the period
of physiological and psychological explo,ion when the old foundations are
destroyed and ne,v ones formed out of the "cattered fragments. It is at
this time that the fundamental decision is apt to be made.
Second, he must make choice of a ,vifc as his helpn1eet and co1npanion
to who1n he is fore\'er after bound for sickness or health, for poverty
or wealth, for better or \\'Orse till parted by death. Flis career "·ill be
profoundly influenced by the ,visdon1 and goodhap of this choice.
Third, he n1ay choose a vocation or field of "·ork which is calculated
to engage his chief energies and interests for the re1nainder of his life.
For the first two of these choice<J I am not no,v concerned in this discussion, and have mentioned them only because of their parallel i111portance
with the one which engages attention in the present theme.
It may be taken for granted that every young man or ,voman will
enter upon some occupation and ,York for a living or for a career.
Roughly speaking, the great ,vorking world 1nay be divided into two
classes ,vhich, for the ·want of a better designation, ,ve 1nay call vocational
and professional. \\'hile in the n1ood of definition. let us define a vocation as an occupation upon which one enters pri111arily for material gain,
and a profession as a pursuit whose chief purpose is to cultivate and
exploit intellectual, n1oral and spiritual values. The bne is essentially
selfish, the other mainly altruistic: in the one \Ye n1ake a living for
ourselves, through the other ,ve 1nake life hetter for others; a vocation
procures ,vhat ,ve shall eat and drink and ,vherewithal ,ve shall be
clothed; a profession insures development of our hest powers and possibilities to be utilized for social ,veil-being: the chief end of the one becomes
the incidental con,omitant of the other. The barber works prin1arily for
hitnself ; his social service is unconsciously rendered. The bishop devotes
himself to altruistic aims. if necessary to the sa,rifice of self.
The ordinary vocations do not presuppose any particular degree of
preparation or peculiar fitness and adaptation. \Vhether one is to be
a ,vaiter, a laborer, a barber. a farmer. a 1nechanic or a merchant is
usually detern1inecl by circu111stances and conditions, and does not involve
any deep reflection or perplexities of decision. Up to the present time
these vocations haye hcen left to the uneducated, and the unfortunate who
were not fit by nature or fitted hy liberal culture for the learned professions. There has been a great '.!ltlf fixed bet,veen those ,vho work
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with the hand and those who think with the head. The one was deemed
the ordained sphere for the lower ninety, while the other was reserved
for the upper ten.
On the other hand, the so-called professions are based upon a certain
degree of preliminary education by which the candidate is supposed to
have tested his peculiar fitness for the calling upon which he elects to enter.
Historically a professicn i111plied a calling in which the individual professed to possess some peculiar enduement or endowment usually of a
mysterious nature. This profession of peculiar qualities \vas so en1phatically asserted and proclai1ned by the possessor that the claim became
ackno\vledged and accepted. Naturally enough the priesthood constituted
the original profession, as it professed enduement fron1 on high. The
medicine man ca1ne next in order; he, also, claimed certain occult po\vers
by which he controlled the lesser spirits \vhich afflicted mankind with all
manner of diseases. From these two callings have sprung the so-called
learned professions in "hich the individual is considered to possess son1e
unusual inherent endo\\ ment or attainment acquired by assiduous study.
College teaching which presupposes a high degree of original talent and
acquired attainn1ent in the subjects taught clain1ed rank with theology,
medicine and law. Tndeed, the term "professor," connotes the claimant's
assumption of expertness; and when we address him by this title \Ve
ackno,Yledge ottr acce:)tance of his assumption. Our learned degrees,
Doctor of Divinity. J)octor of Laws, Doctor of Medicine, Doctor of
Philosophy, indicate an amazing degree of immodesty on part of those
,vho openly profess so great a quantu1n of kno,vledge. According to
the 1nodern "'eight and n1eaning of ,vords it is little less than marvelous
that any faculty should have the audacity to confer the degree of "Doctor
of Divinity," or that any hunian being would have the vanity or conceit
to accept it.
'I'heology, medicine, teaching and la,v constituted the four chief traditional learned professions. But as the claims of mystic enduement are
discredited by expanding intelligence, and the complexities of civilization
increase and pursuits dcmandi'1g a special and technical attainment multiply, the ancient quadrivium loses much of its erstwhile exclusiveness
and prestige. Business, engineering, trade, commerce, the Army and the
Navy and the innumerable practical pursuits of life are now demanding
the same degree of natural fitness, training and preparation as any of the
traditional professions.
An important demarcation behveen a profession and an ordinary vocation consists in social distinction. The chiropodist who operates on the
feet, and the dentist ,vho operates on the teeth are rendering services
so1ne,vhat similar in character and value; but '\Ve hold the two in different
degrees of esteem. A young man ,vho ,vould disdain to become a
chiropodist \Yottld proudly engage in the profession of dentistry. The
butcher meets ,vith less social favor than the banker. The pious minister
on starvation ,vages exacts a higher meed of honor than the millionaire
https://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol15/iss3/1
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miner. I once said facetiously to a friend, "I believe you are engaged
in selling wood." "You are entirely mistaken," retorted my friend with
good natured resentinent, "I am a lumber merchant." The difference
involved only the social i1nplication of his calling. The drug clerk who
dispenses soda water over the counter would spurn to be a ,,vaiter and
pass coffee over the breakfast table. l\l!any of the practical pursuits of
life are now becoming 111uch more re1nunerative than the old line professions. 1'he custon1ary social distinctions are being overcome by the
lavish display of ,vealth derived from occupations forn1erly held in social
disesteem. Indeed, the one crying evil of our age is the power of money
to atone for all in1perfections, vocational, social or moral.
The spirit of democracy must ultimately banish all distinctions except
those ,vhich inhere in personal quality and ,vorth. Democracy must ultimately level all lines of endeavor. The n1an ,vho cultivates the soil and
the one who cultivates the soul shall yet bring equally acceptable offerings
to the altar of human service. But under prevalent social bias, such
mottos as "All work is honorable" and
"Honor and Shame from no condition rise,
Act well your part there all the honor lies,"
are copybook maxims which everybody quotes and nobody believes.
Ohimes the apparel proclaims the profession. 1'he clerical calling is
sometimes referred to as the "cloth." By cut of clothes and style of
dress, they declare themselves to be set apart from the world. The
vandyke beard and visage grave become the learned physician. On the
other hand, the business man is wholly without affectation. He proceeds to his task with level sense and natural mood, ,vith no outward
show of form to declare that he is not as other men. He most nearly
embodies the democratic ideal and portrays the democratic method. By
their fruits, not by their foiables, ye shall know them. The noblest
qualities, like the best wine, need no bush.
( To be continued in next issue.)
KELLY MILLER.
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JOHN C. NALLE.
THE subject of this :,ketch, .Mr. John C. Kalle, received his early training 1n

the elementary schools of the District of Columbia. After completing the elementary course he bt!came a member of the first high school established for
colored children in the District of Columbia. In September, 1871, he entered
the .Normal department of Howard Unhersity and wa; graduated from that department at the close of the term in 1872. .\t the opening of the University in the
fall of 1872 he re-entered the Universit), taking up Geometry and Algebra under
the late Prof. \\' escott, at the same time teaching a class in the model school
at that time under the principabhip of :\liss Crane, \1 ho afterward became the
wife of Prof. Johnson, Secretary of the University.

JOHN C. NALLE

In January, 1873. 11r. 1':alle returned to the High School. taught at that time
by Prof. R. '!'. Greener, a recent graduate of Harvard University, as principal
and Miss Charlotte Ray of New York as assistant. On September 1, 1873, Mr.
Nallc was appointed a teache-r in the public schools of the District of Columbia
and has taught continuously since that time. In 1904 he was promoted to a
supervisorship in the schools and at present is the Supervising Principal of the
tenth diYision of the public schools of the District.
D. M. BAXTER.
Rev. D. M. B•\X'I'ER of the School of Religion, 'O!, has made a splendid record
of which we are all proud.
For five years he pastored the largest :\. '.M. E. Church in Jacksonville, Florida.
During this time he raised the church's large mortgage deht and paid for all work
of completion. thus leaving a clean sheet. After this he was made Presiding Elder
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and served in that capacity for six years, winning the banner for raising the
largest fund of any district in the connection for :\lissions. At this time he also
served as president of the Howard Alumni As,;ociation in Jacksonville and vicinity.
Since :.lay, 1920, he has been in Philadelphia. His church elected him to the
general office in its General Conference at St. Louis, :Missouri, and placed him at
the head of the A. 11. E. JJook Concern, 631 Pinc Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
His election was a splendid testimonial, out of 562 votes being cast and a large
number aspiring for the office,• he recci ,·cd 30d votes on the first ballot, thus making
him business manager of the senior general position in his church.
Since his arrival there, he has worked hard to make progress in his new field
of work. Their "Christian Recorder" has been gi\·en a new shape, now magazine
form. lt is printed weekly. The concern has in;talled a new Optimus press,
electric lights, and a time clock; and had re-arranged many things around the
property. This time the A. lf. E. <lisciplinc was gotten out the earliest in its
history, October J.i, JH:!ll: and the word and n:us·c hymnals were also gotten very
early during September, 1!!20. Although Re,. Baxter is extremely busy, he preaches
every Sunday and enjoys his new field ,·ery much. The concern has 10,000 subscribers and hopes to do $200,000 worth of business this year.
The Bishop of that district and President of the Publication Board (Bishop
Vv. H. Heard) and Dr. R. R. \\' right, Jr. (Editor of the "Christian Recorder") 1
together with several men, regard it as a piece of good fortune in being able to
have such a zealous coworker as Rev. Baxter.
\Ve wish also to note that Howard h:'\s three general offic-ers in the A. M. E.
Church, as follows: J. R. Hawkins, Financial Secretary, \\'ashington. D. C.; Jr:1
T. Bryant, Secretary Sunday School Union, Naslwille, Tenn.; Rev. D. }.,f. Baxter,
'.\fanagcr Book Concern. Philadelphia, Pa.
Rev. Baxter was an excellent student; he led his class and won the Pomery
Prize for general scholarship, also prizes in HPbrew, Church History, and Homiletics.
One more forward step for him means the Bi,hopric, which we hope he will
reach soon.

JAS. T. MATHEWS
DEN TAL SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT
iiiiiiiX

612 14th STREET, N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

TO ENGAGE

Jennifer's Society ®rrhestra
FOR YOUR

Breakfast, Dinner or Supper Dances
See Mr. J. W. Newsom, student representative

I,
I

for Howard socials
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T. C. NUTTER.
IT was gratifying to observe the re-election of Hon. T. G. Nutter of Charleston,
West Virginia, to the House of Delegates. :\Ir. Nutter's sen·ices in legislature last
term were creditable to the country which elected him as well as to his party and
his race. His ability placed him equally among the two or three leaders of the
Kanawha country delegation, ga,·e him a useful place on the Committee on the
Judiciary, and along with his gentle conduct. commanded the respect and esteem
of his fellow members of the House.
Mr. Nutter showed wi,e appreciation of the justice and growing influence of
the laboring man's point of view in the political life of the state, and exhibited
the courage of independent thi nking upon such matters as the Red Flag Bill, when
a choice had to be made between a strict and blind allegiance to pa1iy and just
claims of a large and aggrieved group of people.
Mr. Nutter was re-elected with a decidedly safe majority, built upon votes which
included not less than 15,000 members of other races than his own. His re-election
is a well deserved endorsement of a man who has given able and faithful ser vice
to his state and country.

Southern Dental Supply Company
1225 New York Avenue Northwest

Professional Building

Washington, D. C.

Essen'tial

Indispensible

Necessary

Safety

J. P. BOND, Agency Supervisor
1107 U Street, N . W.
~~~~
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ALUMNI NOTES.
DR. P. A. Sco'l'T, Newport Xews, "\'a., was in the city Thanksgiving day.
LAWYER IsAAC' H. :--.:n'fTI\R. of Atlantic City, X. J., who is President of the
General .\lumni Association was a pleasant visitor in the city during the
Thanksgiving holidays.
'02
DR. R. L. Jo::,;Es, of Charleston, \V. Va., spent a few days with relatives
and friends and attended the Lincoln -Howard foot ball game.
'06
DR. G. L. BA v-ro:-s, Philadelphia, Pa., attended the foot ball game at the
American League Park on Thanksgiving day.
·01
DR. BF.NJA"cl>UN P. BRow::-:1,EY, of Charleston, vV. Va., and Dr. J. Vv. Ford,
of Xewark. N. J., were visitors during the Thanksgiving holidays. Lawyer
James A. Lightfoot was also a visitor.
'09
11Rs. ARDELLE S111T'rH \\'ASHJNG-ro:-., ;121 High Street, Newark, N. J., wife
of Dr. \Vi!liam H. \Vashington, former captain and coach of the Howard University foot ball team. was the guest of '.\Irs. A. 11. Curtis during the Thanksgiving holidays.
'O!l
'.\fR. T11 o:1r A~ \V. GRISSOM, Arts and Sciences, is Principal of the 1,fanual
Training High School, ).Juskogee, Oklahoma. Since graduating from Howard
he has spent the greatest portion of bis time in Oklahoma. He was at one
time Principal of the largest colored grammar school in ?-.iuskogee. This year
he has been made Principal of the Colored High School, better known as the
'.\fanual Training High School, and has enrolled 460 students.
'10
DR. H. L. :.ft:cKt,E1tOY is successfully practicing :.1edicine in :Muskogee, Okla.
'16
DR. RF.GINAI.» Bu\~ION" was a visitor during the Thanksgiving holidays.
'17
11R. SnF.RMAN SAVAGE is teaching Science in the 1'fanual Training High
'01
'01

School, ?l'!uskogee, Okla.
'17

'17

'18
'19

'20
'20
'20

FoR the fourth session, :Miss Lillian D. Quarles is teaching Latin and French
in the State K ormal School of l'\ orth Carolina.
DR. F. C. Co01<E is the only colored Dentist pract;cing in Elizabeth City,
Xorth Carolina. and from all indications is giving satisfaction to his patients.
He is also taking a leading part in the development of his race in Elizabeth
City.
A'l''l'ORNEY CHARLES V. HEN»Ll,Y is pleasantly located in Huntsville, Alabama, as Principal of the Colored High School.
DR. J. B. \VAT,KER is practicing :.fedicinc in Canton, Ohio.
11Iss 1fABEJ, COLE~(AN, Liberal Arts, is teaching English and History in the
Roanoke Baptist School.
11R. OMA H. PRICE is studying :1\,[ edicine at the New York University and
Bellevue Hospital :.fedical College in the City of New York.
1fR. RuFus 0. BRF.N"r, School of Education, has entered the New England
Conservatory of :Music.

John C. Dancy, former Recorder of Deeds for the District, died at his home
on L Street N. W. He was active in the republic campaign for President in
1884, attending the national convention. He was Collector of Customs at
Wilmington, N. C., under McKinley and in 1901 was appointed by President
Roosevelt to the position of Recorder of Deeds in the District. He served until
1910.

He was born in Tarboro, N. C., May 8, 1857, and was educated at Howard
University, holding a position as clerk in the Treasury Department while he
studied. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Florence V. Dancy, a daughter, Mrs.
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Lillian Reed of Greensboro, N. C., two sons, John C. Dancy, Jr., of Detroit,
and Dr. Joseph P. Dancy and two sisters, Mrs. Ella Boyd and Miss Martha
Dancy.
Funeral services were held at the Galbraith Church, Rev. William Harvey
Goler delivering the eulogy. Bishop J. S. Caldwell officiated. Masonic rites
were conducted.
The following letter, addressed to more than three hundred of our Alumni immediately after the Thanksgiving game, is published in the Alumni Column of this
issue for the benefit of those whom this information and request may not have
reached.
November 26, 1920.
Dear Alumnus :
I am hastening to send you the latest news concerning things at home. The
Howard machine crushed Lincoln at the Annual Thanksgiving Game to the tune of
42 to 0. lf that doesn't please you, you n;ust he hard to please. lt was all due to
the most beautiful team work, the thing that wins all the time.
The success of the Foot Ball team is indicatiYe of the way we a,e hoping to do
things at Howard from now on. 1\'e are going to develop a TE.\:\I consisting of
Alumni, Students, Facultr, Officers and well wishers. To this end w::: are endeavoring to get a complete aluir.ni mailing list and to send the Ux1n:RS1TY RECORD each
month to all the sons and daughters of Howard, and here is your position on this
TEA]).tl.
I. Send us at once the names and addresses of all the alumni that you know
unless you have already doue so very recently.
II. Send us a short paragraph about yourself telling m, frankly what you are
doing and also a few lines about the other prominent alumni in your vicinity.
These are for the Alumni Notes of the RECORD.
III. Send us the names of any young people you know who are ready for College and who should, in your opinion, be at Howard. \Ye will send them our literature similar to the enclosed pamphlet.
I am enclosing blanks and a return e1n·elope ior your convenience in replying.
\Ve must have your aid in this direction or we will be unable to carry out plans of
getting the Reco1w in the hands of every alumnus every month. \Ve have 5,000 and
more alumni but we havcn·t the names and addresses of more than 500 in such
form that they a,e reliable and up to date. Help us, therefore, to help yo11 keep in
touch with DEAR OLD HOv\'ARD.
V cry truly yours,
F. D. \Vn,KINSON, Regi..strar.

ALUMNI INTEREST IN THE RECORD.
December 5th. 1920.
:\fy dear Professor Lightfoot:I am writing to acknowledge my thanks for the sketch of my career which you
ran in the RtcoRD in the last issue. The recognit'on honors me certainly. Please
convey my thanks to the student editor who was good enough to send me a half
dozen copies.
I am exceedingly interested in the R.i;c01w because it is of a high character and
fills a yawning need. I wish that it might come to be the organ of higher education among ::.regroes ·n the sense that the Southern \Yorkman is something of an
organ of industrialis1r. J am convinced that un<ler your guidance it can be made
such. If I can help in any way, I am at ) our disposal.
With the kindest good wishes, I am
:\<lost cordially yours,
https://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol15/iss3/1
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UNIVERSITY NOTES.
December Meeting of the Congressional Ministers' Association of the District
of Columbia.
THt Congregational :\Iinisters' Associat;on, composed of white and colored Congregational ministers of the District of Columbia and Yicinage. 111et with President
J. Stanley Durkee at his home on the Howard Uni\·ersity campus on the afternoon
of Decemher 6th. It was the regular n:onthly meeting of the Association and was
presided OYer by Dr. Durkee who is the president of that .\ssociation.
After the regular order of business, two most carefully prepared addresses
were delivered. The first was by Dr. Emmett T. Scott, Secretarv-Treasurer of the
'Cniversity, who brought to the attention of his hearers in a ~·ivid and at times
thrilling manner the h' story of Howard 1.Jniversity, its present needs and its limitless potentialities. Thr story was told of administration struggles in securing
means with which to meet the astounding expansion of the University. Every department, he revealed. is overcrowded and hundreds clamoring for admission. The
total registration t1J, to date is l ,72!l.
Some of the startling needs and !irritations he re\'caled were as follows:Though Howard uni,·ersity has the only Class A i\Iedical School in the world for
colored men. our building is old, small and irost inadequately equipped. The Dental
School is conducted in the old wooden barracks built for soldiers in 186:i. The
General Education Board has granted the ~Icdical School $:i;;o 000 on condition
that she raise an equal sum in two years. But Howard has no money constituency.
The rich men of :\merica are still gi\'ing their money to schools already endowed ;
yet, if no he'11 comes \\'e must turn away students and so crush their only hope
for such an education. \ \' e ha\'c a beautif nl little iYy-covered building for our
chapel seating ti::+ people, and ) ct in t;tt·· ac,dewic departrpent alone we register
over !JOO students! \re cannot e\'en hold daily chapel services with all of them
present. Yet this is the largest hall on the campus! \Ve have no orgatl, either for
concert use or for our School of 1[usic students, yet. oh, so many are sobbing and
crying for opportunities to c:xprcss themselves and ga·n such an education. These
are but a few of the needs so YiYidly rnrtrayed by Dr. Scott.
Dr. Sterling X. Brown was the ,;econd speaker of the afternoon. He dealt
chiefly with the School of Religion, especially as it relates itself to extension work
among ministers and students from all over the l:'nited States. The following
statistics from his address will he of interest. There are about 37,000 colored
churches in the United States. These call for at least 1,500 new ministers every
year. Last ,ear not over 200 colored 1r.e11 with theological training entered the
ministry!
the blind lead the blind-what? The colored preacher is the guide
of the colored race. That is why the Extension Department of the School of Religion of Howa•·d Un',crsity has such an in:mensely important task. By the correspondence metho<l, the University is able to keep in touch with, recommend
courses for, and encourage those already in the ministry, and to materially aid
those who are planning later to come to the School of Religion but have not yet
the necessary education. He called the attention of the ministers present to the
fact that Howard University must have a building for tl1e School and more men
as Christian teachers for at present, the School is crowded into three rooms upon
the third floor of the old administration building and the reaction upon the student
all the ne_eds of the race, for all 9ther
body is naturally that religion is the least
major schools of the liniYersity have buildmgs of their own.
Dean Pratt gave statistics showing the great need or the Department and told of
the burdens upon his own heart.
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These addresses were followed by questions and answers and all present felt
they knew much better and had gained new interest in the worth and work of
Howard University.
At 6 :00 supper was served in the Domestic Science Rooms by the girls of the
Senior Class in the School of Applied Science, thus well illustrating the practicability of this department and that they well deserve the new Domestic Arts building for which plans are now drawn and money appropriated by the Government
for its erection.

The Faculty Round Table.
T:trn second meeting of the Faculty Round Table was held at the residence of
President Durkee, Thursday evening, December the second. Professor L. D. Turner,
head of the Department of English, presided. 'fhe subject of discussion was "The
Effect of the \Var on Literature."
Professor E. C. \Villiams, presenting the Italian phase of the question, sketched
the life and work of D'Annunzio, emphasizing the singular reactive influence of the
war upon itself as evidenced in his case, who, a man of letters, became one of the
leading figures of national prominence and significance in the great war- a daring
aviator and a powerful revolutionist.
Professor Elizabeth A. Cook, speaking for Spanish literature, outlined the work
of Vincente Blasco Ibanez. showing how Spain, neutral in the war, not expending
her strength in action as the participant nations, was yet not without action and ex1,ression of strength during the war, being inspired by the war to speak in strong
master-works of strong master-minds-Ibanez being the highest and most characteristic embodiment of such national expression.
Professor E. P. Davis discussed the effect upon German language and literature.
He showed the astute fore-sightedness of France and England, as against the unheedful oversight of America. in not yielding to the pressure of prejudice against
German as an academic study, upon the grounds of expediency-the importance of
German will necessarily correspond with the importance of Germany in after-war
commercial adjustment. In which connection, as paving the way to reconcilliation,
he cited a letter from fifty-seven English professors to German professors, expressing cordiality of spirit; answered by the Germans in like spirit. He also
showed the influence of the war in the se\·eral literary fields, gi \'ing statistics and
evaluation of production in journalism, drama. fiction, and poetry.
Professor L. Z. Johnson. representing English literature, stressed three lines of
reaction incident upon the war: stimulation, depression, transformation. He
showed how the field of literature was widened in the number of its readers and
in the scope of its influence through the increased circulation of books in warcamp libraries; how production was quickened, though the merit of the works produced was not of the first order; how writers were adversely affected and rendered incapable of great work; how in the readjustment a new literature will
evolve, of changed ideals and spirit.
Professor L. D. Turner, closing tl1c formal discussion, set forth at length the
effect of the war upon the English language from the special point of view of
"words." Dwelling upon war as a source of development for language through
the contact of the people involved. he gave a brief historical account of such contacts of language-developn-.ent in the life of the English, emphasizing the recent
world war as one of wider contact and greater mental stimulation and reaction
than ever before. As a consequence, great changes were to be expectd in English
vocabulary. In a long and varied list of examples, he showed how old words were
modified into a new meaning; how new words, new combinations of words, new
phrases and expressions, were formed and introduced. Kot the least interesting of
all was the explanation of "Jazz," cited from an authority who spoke himself as
https://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol15/iss3/1
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indebted to D(rector James L. Europe. the colored musician. for the origin of the
word: a modified form of ''l{azz,'' from a :\fr. Razz, sometime leader of a band in
Xew Orleans which first played such musk as the term "Jazz'' now signifies. If
never before, or never again, at least in this one instance "a :::{egro'' stands in official literary circles as a philological authority.
Professor Turner also gave an account of the campaign ior pure English, the
aims of-which are to \n~licize all foreigJ1 elements in the language, to make new
compounds only from Engiish elements ;;nd to stress and seek new words from the
working classes, as rnorc Yivid and popular terms than those of science.
President Durkee, being asked to speak a word or two upon the subject, in a
brief, terse presentation, shower! how world evolution had come at last to a spiritual
stage of deYelopment, pointing to an ultL11a(e consummated universalism, a complete in(ernationalism a1--011g all people~ F11gli~h. by its own ,·ery genius, as evidenced hitherto in all its history oi inherent Yitality and dominating influence, will
of necessity be the language of this co1ring unil'ersalism, the 1nedi111n of communication of this destined internationalism.
General discussion followed the progra1n prorcr, and was liYely and prolonged.
In all. the occasion was a most pleasant and profitable one, and in its results fully
ju~tifics the wisdom of the "Round Table" innovation.
L. z. J.
Norman Hapgood Speaks.
tvfR. i\ORMA :-- HAP\ oou. ex-minister to Denmark and formerly connected with the
editorial staff of several prominent /1.merican :\fagazines and at present a discriminating student of modern history in the making, visited the University on Friday, December 10, and. at the Chapel hour, favored the faculty and students with
a highly illuminating lecture on present conditions ·n Russia. He briefly, but
clearly, set forth the distinguishing facts and iorces which underlie the present
unstable conditions in Russia.
The audic11ce oi facl•lty, students and friends has seldom spent a half hour of
greater enlightenment and profit.
the efforts of 11iss Childers, the Conscn·atory of ~lusic has been the
recipient of two scholarships of one hnndred and fifty dollars each. One was given
by our own :-Ir. Harry T. Burleigh to 1fr. Frank G. Harrison. and the other by
Mrs. Anna Pope 1-[alonc. owner of the Poro College, St. Louis. :\Jo., to ?>Iiss
Carolyn Grant. \Ye are hoping that -o " oi our ,,o )d friends will be sufficiently
interested in this department of the UniYersity to establish and maintain a fund
which shall be used to aid worthy students. It will be a lasting memorial to the
donor and will be the means oi giYing an education to many students who would
otherwise be denied the opportunity.
THROUGH

Howard-Lincoln Football Game in Motion Pictures.
Pr.or,,r. throughout the country who were in \Vashington to witness the HowardLincoln ga!lle arc still talk·ng about the scenic side of the gala affair which surpassed any similar function e,·er held in the '.\'ation's Capital. Viewed from the
field, the vast assembly of Colored humanity appea1·ed like a multi-hued flower bed
in an oriental or tropical garden. with brilliant red, purple and green turbans of
the feminine spectators srn·ing as the 11losso·ns and the darker masses of the outer
garments the earth from which the flowers sprang.
\Vhen the exciting moments of the game brought the thousands to their feet it
appeared as though the hu(l:e garden was agitated by a breeze which set the blos.
,
soms nodding and bend;ng before the blow.
Never has a Colored foot ball game been better handled than this years Howard-Lincoln game and all Howardites ., ust feel pto\1d, not only of its championPublished by Digital Howard @ Howard University, 1920
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ship team of 1920, but of its splendid coach, Dr. Edward :Morrison; Dr. Emmett J.
Scott and ;yfajor .illilton Dean, who so excellently handled the business details of
the affair.
Never before in the history of Co'.ored football classics has a complete motion
picture story of the game been made, but due to the efforts of Dr. Emmett J. Scott
and J. \Villiams Clifford a complete picturization was made and will be shown all
over the country.
The Play Leaders' Institute, November 18th to December 16th, 1920, Meets at
Howard University.
FoR many years the leaders of our national recreational and other social agencies
have been pointing out to us the immense social, economic values attached to the
proper use of the leisure time of the people. Leisure time may be easily a curse
rather than a blessing. The idler is at once the advocate of discontent. Leisure
time must be usefully employed if we are to stimulate the proper sources of human
happiness. Community Service has incorporated and established agencies in a number of cities; in \\'ashington we have Community Service of the District of Columbia, its purpose being to organize the social and recreational resources of the
community and to direct in a helpful and stimulating way the leisure time of the
people. 'l'his purpose is achieved, not by seeking to establish a type of social unit,
but by using the social forces at hand, such as the churches, lodges, schools, clubs,
etc., to develop through them and the people a new sense of community duty. Every
problem has its solution; every question its answer. It is simply a matter of becoming familiar with conditions- proper analysis.
One of the most interesting features of the work in this city is that now being
done among the colored people and it is encouraging to note the enthusiasm with
which they are responding to the efforts of workers among them. If this enthusiasm and interest can be maintained in fair degree, the results should be the distinct betterment and adYancement of the colored population. Among the colored
people, as in every other group, there have been those who were advanced, progressive and respected of others, but, also, as in every other group. there have been
those who needed incitement to effect an improvement.
The work now being done provides the very incitement which is needed and a
continuance of effort on the part of individuals cannot fail to react for the uplift
of the whole. A Play Leaders' Institute is being conducted at the University under
the direction of the Colored \Vork Department of Community Service and constitutes an excellent feature of the work. for the programme contains not only lectures
on the theory of play but also practical demonstrations in play-leading under the
direction of experts in this field from Oberlin, Sargent School for Physical Education and Posse Gymnasium, Boston, 1Iassachusetts. The course is free and the
large and representative registration insures valuable results to the entire community. The courses are open to church leaders, school teachers, community centers' secretaries and playground workers and through cooperation from the University, 'the \Vashington Board of Education and colored churches, there is presented that one thing, to bring together all the various organizations, to harmonize
and to unify all elements within the community. In addition to the splendid faculty provided for this Insftute, special speakers have been invited to address the
class on the many phases of community work. Among these are noted:
Dr. Abram Simon .............. \Vashington Board of Education
Dr. J. Stanley Durkee .......... President of }Ioward University
Hon. George Holden Tinkham .. Congressman from Massachusetts
Judge Robert H. Terrell. ....... :.Iunicipal Court
Dr. E. L. Parks ................ Dean of 11en, Howard University
Mrs. Coralie Franklin Cook ..... Washington Board of Education
https://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol15/iss3/1
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Dr. Roscoe C. Brown .......... U. S. Public Health Service
Henry F. Burt. ................ Community Service of D. C
Thomas S. Settle ............... Community Service, Incorporated
:Mrs. :Mary Church Terrell
Rev. E. D. vV. Jones
Rev. Emory B. Smith ........... Lincoln :\·femorial Congregational Church
The Negro with his natural gift of song offers a veritable "gold mine" here
in Washington, waiting only to be developed and guided under expert leadership.
Among the thousands of colored government employees here, lies a most fertile
field for the development of a worth-while community music programme. Plans
are being developed for the presentation of a pageant, to be produced during the
n:onth of January, !!J:H. The feature of this pageant will be the music which is
being slowly developed by group organization methods throughout the city. The
needs of the colored people of \Vashington call for the very best in the way of
effort, equipment and intelligent leadershi1>. If an intelligent working knowledge
of the local situation is available there is no doubt, but that the people will rally
to the cause thereby assisting to develop a greater love for music of the better
sort, and a desire for intelligent and sane leadership which, in the end, means
better race relations and a bigger, better, safer and saner \Vashington.
Lieut. Lawrence A. Oxley, who during the war was the only colored Morale
Officer on the General Staff of the U. S. Army, is in charge of the Colored Work
Department. As associated workers he has ~Irs. Corinne Thomas Christy, a
graduate of Oberlin, 1913, and Sargent School of Physical Education, 1916, Miss
Katherine E. Beard from Columbia University and Miss Virginia Williams of
\Vashington, D. C.
Thousands of colored Government employees and other groups in Washington
are asking, with reason, for more recreational facilities than are obtainable in
the city at present. The facilities are available, but the leadership necessary for
their development is Jacking. There is a nation-wide call for trained leaders of
community, social and recreational activities. It is believed that by a short and
intensive course of instruction, people who already possess some skill and talent
can be trained easily and quickly to meet the present need. The Play Leaders
Institute is made up of four departments: Physical Recreation. Social Recreation,
Community Drama and Pageantry and Community ~Iusic. The Institute is designed
to quickly teach the rudiments of leadership in these branches of community work.
The courses are especially designed to train leaders for social and recreational
activities for Government departments, community centers and church work by
providing an institute for the development of this sort of leadership.
Tuesday evening. November 23rd, Dr. J. Stanley Durkee, in a very splendid
manner welcomed the members of the Institute to the University and gave in
addition a splendid talk on "Service." In his talk he emphasized the new phases
of the University and its present and future aims for greater service. "The
problem Prohibition has brought to the country must be met by the development
of a better and greater Community Life, and this must be brought about by
providing other means of pleasure as a substitute." He touched on the franchise
of women, its meaning, the great questions that must be answered. and how already
legislation was being emphasized for safer and better motherhood and the preservation of infancy which makes the life itself.
November 30th, l\frs. Coralie Franklin Cook, member of \i\Tashington School
Board, inspired the members of the Institute by her well-chosen remarks on the
"Democracy of Community Service, a place for everyone." "The necessity of fostering as a constructive agency to render possible the destructive agency." Mrs.
Cook spoke of th<> work done by the Juvenile Protective Agency. She further
emphasized the use of the block system, using Grant Avenue as an illustrationPublished by Digital Howard @ Howard University, 1920
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"A neglected, not a vicious neighborhood-what could be done through the University." 11:ost interesting, howe,·er, was the phase touched upon relative to the
laundry women-their need of sympathy, of understanding. ·'Community work
needed the finest inte:lect, the spirit of sacrifice, of gladness to sen·e, ancl personality
-these are all most neccssar) :·
The creed as outlined for the ln,titute is as follows: ''This world will not
be a good place for any of u:,; to live in unless we make it a good place for all of
us to live in." The objective toward which we are all working is character building
and the outcomes expected from our week's activities are health, happiness and
good citizenship.
The second course began December 6th and has been broadened in programme
by the addition of two speakers who \,ill touch on the subject, '·Recreation and
Its Relation to Delinquents." ?\!rs. Laura B. Glenn of the Associated Charities and
Miss Alice \\'ard S.mith, recently appointed policewoman. will cover this subject
for which they are fully prepared through practical contact with the many problems
in our community life.
"Community Sen·ice pro,·idcs an opportunity for people to meet as folks,
neighbors, representing no one but themselves an<l the ideas they cherish most.
The to""ering a<lvantage of Community Scn·ice b that it is the one movement to
which everybody can helong. The purpose, then, of the Play Leaders' Institute is
to develop Yoluntcer leaders who will carry on recreational programmes in schools.
churches and among government employees in the departments. This should lead
to neighborhood activity. As the Tnstitute progresses those leaders who display
more initiative than the others should be noted as a desirable source from which
paid leaders may be drawn by the local Recreation Commission and other agencies."
"The field of Community Service is leisure time. l n leisure time. therefore,
we haYe found the field of Community Scn·ice and haYe established the fact that it
is as fundamental as education, religion or industry; it is at will communal and
national life." "It is not the size of the thing that happens but its expressiveness
that count~. If it does not come from the heart of the people it is of no use to
them. To bring out. not to put in or put over, i$ that for which we exist. The
resources are ready to hand. Veins 0f pure gold-musical and artistic taste, the
10\·e of beauty, neighborliness and the thirst for better citizenship-lie Yery near
the surface. 'vVe need only to lay bare to the people their own abundant resources
and our small part is done."
/1.T the regular chapel assembly of Xm·emher 15. the ~tudents of Howard were

given an opportunity to hear Dr. Howard J. Chidley, a friend and former associate
of Dr. Durkee in :Massachusetts.
Dr. Chidley, now traYeling on behalf of "The Pilgrims' 'fercentary Celebration,"
catne to Howard at the request of Dr. Durkee. to bring a message concerning
the significance of the landing of the Pilgrim Fathers upon Kew England shores
300 years ago.
The speaker, besides holding his audience interested throughout on the specific
suhject, impressed one as being a man of broad knowledge and experience. The
serious natt1re of his speech was appropriately varied by humor of an appreciable
type.
Briefly, after speaking of the ba~ic ideals of the Pilgrims and nf the extent to
which those idea ls had survived unto our present day Ii fe, Dr. Chi<lley deplored
the cli~appearnnce of that ruggecl individuality and simple faith which characterized
the existence of those who set out to r-eek ;:: !a,.d wi1erc they might worship accordi~r, to tli" dictates of their conscience.
ln eulogizing the ,tern independence of the Pilgrims. Dr. Cnidley likened our
aver~ge ~merican of today to the familiar piece of orange peel suoported in a
mass of jelly, unable to stand out from the mass and assert individuality or
https://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol15/iss3/1
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personality. "Kothing but true faith acquired through constant spiritual communion
could have enabled that little band to brave the terrors known and unknown of
that bleak wilderness of the new world," was one of the speaker's most impressive
closing remarks.
The continued applause which Dr. Chidley received at the conclusion of his talk,
was evitlence of the appreciation of the student body. \Ve sincerely hope that Mr.
Chidley will visit us again.
\V. J. NrcwsoM, '23.
To the Friends of Howard University:
Howard University, located at the Capital of the Nation-with a campus of
twenty acres; modern, scientific and general equipment; a plant worth approximately
$1,321,000; a faculty of 125 members; and a student-body of 1,700 from 37 different
states and 10 foreign countries, is the one outstanding National University of the
Negro people of America. Beginning with the school term 1910-20, the courses
of study were so reYised and expanded as to include collegiate grade work alone
in the Junior College, the School of Liberal Arts, the School of Education, the
School of Commerce and Finance, etc., etc. This is an attempt to have every
student discO\·er the field where success may await him and be so trained that at
the end of hi, four years' course he will graduate with a college degree and at
the same time be fitted for his special life work.
'!'he School of Applied Science is being strengthened hy the addition of strong
faculty members, and offers to those who enter it the widest fields of industry and
enterprise. Courses are offered in Advanced Engineering and Architecture, Agriculture, Printing, \\'oodworking, and Domestic Arts and Science.
In addition, Howard Uni,·ersity offers thorough-going courses in its School of
1'.fedicine, its ~chool of Pharmacy, its School of Dentistry, its School of Law,
and its School of Religion. The Howard University School of Law is practically
the Only one where young colored men in large numbers ha,·e the p1·ivilege of
receiving in-struction under conditions which permit them to support themselves
while receiving such instruction.
The Howard University 1Y1edical School is ranked Class "A" hy the American
}.[edical .'\s,ociation,-the only school for colored people holding such rank. A
few can attend other medical schools, but when it comes to obstetrics, they must
come to Freedman's Hospital. located here on our campus in connection with our
Medical School. I need not call your attention to the overwhelming need of colored
physicians for this race of nearly fourteen millions of people. But we have no
suitable medical building,, or laborato,ies. Our staff is pitifully undermanned.
Take it in Dentistry. This is the only school for colored dentists in America,in the world for that matter. Our School is located in old wooden barracks built
to temporarily house soldiers as they came back from the Civil \II/ ar. That tells
of the desperate handicaps there. Our room and staff can properly handle fifty
students per class. Our first and second year classes are over one hundred. Limit
the numbc-rs I But these young men plead for a chance. It is their only chance.
They know the need. They are willing to endure any privation if only they may
be permitted to enter. How heroically they struggle! But the time has come when
we must have adequate teachers, buildings, and equipment, or say "no" to those
who de~ire to come. thus destroying their life's ambition.
The Need of Trained Leaders.
The nearlv fourteen million colored people of the United States need collegetrained and professional leaders. Nearly eYery profession :imong them is patheticallv undermanned. These college-trained, these professional leaders, must. most
larg~ly, he trained in their own schools. Howard University is strategical!)' located
::tnd undertakes the place of leadership in giving direction to these proper aspirations
of the Negro people.
Published by Digital Howard @ Howard University, 1920
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,In Appeal to Congress.
It therefore becomes necessary for the Trustees to expand the plant of the
University and make more effective the splendid work which has come to be recognized as a factor of commanding importance in the life of the colored people.
The General Faculty and Aclministrath·e force are bring supplemented by the
addition of educators of training, experience and established reputation. 'l'o carry
their J?lans to successful conclusion, there is immediate need of physical equipment, improvements, etc., which shall permit the UniYersity to go forward with
its program.
An appeal will be addressed to the Congn,ss of the United States, through the
Honorable, the Secretary of the Interior, for the money necs!ssary to provide for
these pressing needs. 1Iillions of dollars are appropriated each year by the Government for the maintenance of the lndians and other rriillions are spent for the
training of young white men at \\ e~t Point 11ilitary Academy and at the United
States Kara! Academy at .\nnapolis. Fer inst:ince, the following appropriations
for the fiscal years 1920 and 1921 have been made:
IndiansFiscal Year 1920 ...........................•.... $18,332,397.03
Fiscal Year 1921. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 33,814,722.22
:Military .\cademyFiscal Year 1920 ....•.......•.............. , . . . . 2,277,932.20
Fiscal Year l!J21. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,142,212.70
Naval AcademyFiscal Year 1920 ..................... , . . . . . . . . . . 3,382,646.60
Fiscal Year 1921..................... . • . . . . . . . . . 2,!H:'5,407.52
Colored men are practically barred from both \\:est Point and Annapolis.
The nearly fourteen million Negro people of the United States receive practically
no direct benefits from the Government in comparison with other elements of
the population. Partial payment for the neglect of the past can be made by
assisting them to secure at the Capital of the i\!ation a great institution of learning
where leaders of the colored people may be truly trained in Christian democracy.
The appropriation being sought is One :\lillion, Eig-Jlt H 11 ndred and Two Thousand,
Four Hundred and Thirty-Seven Dollar~ and Seventy-Five Cents ($1,802,437.75),
to cover the followi11g urgent needs. namely:
U rge11t and Pressing 1Veeds.
Maintenance. ice. stationery, etc ...................... $
l\.fanual .\rts Department. .......................... .
Libraries .......................................... .
Buildings and Grounds .......................... ... .
:Medical Department ..............•.................
Laboratories ....................................... .
Fuel and Light ..................................• .. .
New BuildfogsAddition to and equipment of Home Economics Building, includini,r Dining Hall, Kitchens. etc., etc ..... .
Agricultural Building .............................. .
Engineering Building and Shops ......•..............
Athletic Field ..................................... .
Gymnasium and Armory ........... ,, ............... .
Administration Building .. . .. ...................... .
Uni\·ersity Hall with organ ......................... .
Enlarging Consen·atory of }Susie ................... .
l\f edical Buildings .. . ............ , ................. .
Law Buildings ......................... , .......... .
https://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol15/iss3/1

106,437.75
50,000.00
6,500.00
50,000.00
12,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00

150,000.00
7:},000.00
150,000.00
47,:300.00
1:i0,000.00
80,000.00
200.000.00
60,000.00
370,000.00
70,000.00
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Dormitory for Girls ................................ .
Dormitory for Boys ............................... .
Department of Social Hygiene ..... , ................ .

100,000.00
100,000.00
10,000.00
$1,802,437.75

lio,,1 Frie11ds I'J.ay Help.

Friends of the C 1i-. ersity may render service of incalculable value if they
will bring to the attcnticn of the Se11ator, and Representatives of their States and
districts not only the needs of the University, but at the sa1ne time the records, as
far as possible, of lhc graduates of the various departments of the University in
their seycral localifcs. Howard
graduatt's
are holding places of leadership throughout the couutr} as teachers in college;; and industrial and normal schools for
colored yopth. they a1-e also sl'n·ing in various other lines of activity, including
the practice oi mc,Fc:im. de11tis1ry. pharmacy, and of law, as mechanical engineers,
as architects. as <lomc~f c science teachers, and as leaders in various industrial
proie,siou,. Ir ir-end of the C'nh·ersity will acquaint their Cong,-essmen with
the work of ti csc> o-racl1~;,tcs. and at the same time advise as to how these devoted
men and womt'11 It 1 ' 1 "rked an,! arr working always for a program of friendly
relations bctl C'C" the r~cc,, it will he a more or less easy matter to convince Conshouid he made. Friends of the UniYrrsity will
gress that ll1e <·
kindly !Pt ns know just
\\'hat Senator~ ~nd Representatives
they have written to
an,! a(h·ise •1s a, to whateytr rc>pli~•s they may receive. PLEASE DO NOT
OVERLOOK 'l'Hf$ J:.\fPORT,\NT SUCCF.STTOl\'.

a•1pr

EXCELLENT ENGRAVING
For school, business and social functions
of con\ entional or :.peeial character.
l\tlaximu1n
always.

quality at

m1n1mum

cost, ·

1921
Diaries
Calendars

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Blank Books

"Headquarters" many years for kindergarted, grade. high-school. preparatory, college. and university students,
\Vhatever you require will most likely be
here-at a reasonable price.

Loose-Leaf
and Bound
Ledgers

R. P. ANDREWS PAPER CO.
727-731 13th Street

Washington, D. C.

BRANCHES: Norfolk, Va.-York, Pa.
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UNDERGRADUATE LIFE.
Sophomore-Freshman Debate.
ON Fri<lay evening, Dcccmbtr ;,, 1J20, th.: h.appa Sigma Debating Society
presented the Freshman and Sophomore cla,,ses 111 t'.lc,1· :..nnu:tl debate. The subject
was, Resohed: That the l'resiuent of the Unned States Should Be Elected by the
Direct \'ote oi the People. llr. Geo. \\'. Brown, •~1. President oi Kappa Sigma
Debating ::3ociety, acted as presiding officer.
Before the debaters arrncd, lhe classes entered singing and cheering. The
Sophomores occupied the ng11t side, which was artistically decorated m their class
colors, purple ..ad gold. The Freshmt!n sat on the kit sl<.ie, which was adorned in
their class colucs, black and oraugc The platform was embellished with palms,
which with the ctass colors and banner:; ,1 a~ sp<.:ctacular.
Although al, were filled with enthusiasm, they became quiet when :Mr. Brown
began the prog .am. First, 11iss 11 ary L. Thomas, '23, rendered a vocal solo. lt
was creditably ,..,,ne. Then llr. Bro\\ n rdatc<l the purpo~c of Kappa Sigma, which,
he said, was to ..ave an annual dcba,e Letwcen the Freshmen and :-;ophomore classes,
trained by \,
debaters, '!'his, he emphasized,
the debaters o .. wl:tich were ars1ty
developed the 1 •';I\ 111 argumentation. lie then ga, c all rults concerning the debate,
judging, etc.
The debate1 J were: Affirmath e, Sophomore,, Edward A. Simmons, Earl R.
Alexander and /., Alexander Looby. Ncgati,·e, Freshmen, I'rederick H. Robb, J.
Oscar Beaubia, .md Louis E. King. .\llernates were: Dryan li. \\'illiams, John
E. Smith and frt.:l!Vey H. 11oon for the Sophomores, and (. \\'. Crump for the
Freshmen.
The first spee11:er of the evening was I\Ir. Edward A. Simmons of the Sophomore
Class. He stated tl,at the President of the Gnited State, sh ltlld he elected by the
direct vote of the people because:
I. The present system is inadequate.
II. The electoral college has too much power. ( Boss1.;s control it.)
lII. The fallacy of the election system-18G., amcndm<'nts.
A. \1/ornan suffrag-e shows its fallacy.
IV. The Year Books of l8fi+ and J!l~O ,how that the rl'ccnt advantages point
ot1t that the electoral college is out of date.
The speaker stated that the people haYe dcvdoped to a point of culture where
He things
are changing, so we need to
they can use the direct vote system. said
change our way of choo;;ing onr President '.\1r. Simmons shO\YCd the gradual decrease in illiteracy since 1910 and pro1 ed that there was a decrca~e of 10 per cent
since that time. Tf social, economic, and educational phases of life develop a
hundred fold, why not change and improve our political development. Fina!Jy,
he said that the electo1·al college wa, ina<leqnatc. He \Yas very eloquent. The
Sophomores cheered 1.vith much e11th11sias111.
The first speak<'r on the neg~tive sick· was \1 r. F. H. Robb of the Freshman
team. He referred to }..fr. Elihu Root, and gave his opinion on the direct vote
of the people. 1[r. Root says "that direct YOtc of the people would cause revolution."
The speaker outlined as follows:
I. The affirmative must prove the present system inadequate.
II. Is the change practicable?
III. Is the change in accordance with the Con,titutinn and the desire of the
people?
IV. "Republican Camp Rook" 1920.
A. Sections of country get more voting prestige than others.
https://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol15/iss3/1
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Next, the speaker pointed out that if we do not obey the Constitution we will
have con fusion and revolution. If the direct vote system operated, 18,000,000 votes
would be cast and :::-:ew York, Pennsylvania and lllinois would have :,;; per cent
of the votes, thus giving the large States with the large populations all the power,
and the small States none. This would encourage sectional feeling and we want
general feeling. :.\Ir. Robb emphasized the fact that unnecessary money would
be spent under the direct Yote system, and that politics would become a pecuniary
rather than patriotic object. A comparison of Japan, Russia, England was given
to show what havoc the direct system would cause. France in 1804 was also given
as an example of the direct \ ote, because turbulence of the worst kind existed
there. In conclusion, the speaker said that the direct vote system was inadequate,
because it would be a waste of time to count so many votes, fraud would be
practised and too much excitement would be aroused. The old system has stood
the test, why change?
Of course, the Freshmen cheered with much spirit. ::\lr. Robb spoke well and
the class showed its appreciation by its wonderful spirit.
The second affirmative leader was i\I r. E. R. Alexander of the Sophomore Class.
He spoke of the evils of the political machines. He said that the position of the
electors is free, thus they are there for political purposes. Next, he referred to
the Tilden-Hayes election in 187.Jc, as 11r. Hayes won by one vote. In New York,
1894, Ohio, 1892, and :Maryland. 1904, there was confusion concerning the majority,
which points out t hat a change is necessary. President \\, ilson won by the vote
of California in 1916, thus we know that the Republicans would have won but for
the electoral college plan. ~ ew York voted with the minority only twice in the
last century, which was settled by the Protestant Congress. Therefore, destroy
the nominating conyention and there will be no pivotal States and States' votes
as occurred in Arkansas in 1873.
Mr. Alexander spoke well. The Sophomores cheered and settled down to
hear the next speaker.
Mr. J . Oscar Beaubian was the second negative speaker. He explained that a
change from the present ~yslem would destroy the Government. He said that the
framers of the Constitution planned how to vote long ago, so why change? \Ve
can be benetfited by the errors of other countries. None of our States could
express itself as a unit. All forms of fraud would creep in and the States would
be at the feet of 110 million excited people. The speaker stressed that it would
be grossly unfair to destroy the so\'ereignty of the States.
:tv1r. Beaubian's speech was good. The Freshmen gave him hearty cheers.
The third affirmative speaker was Mr. Z. Alexander Looby. He began by
denying what the previous speaker said concerning }\,fr. Harding, then outlined his
debate as below :
I. Present system inadequate for these progressive times.
A. Political bosses have the power and not the people.
Mr. Looby said that the present system has not kept pace with the social.
economic, and other movements. This must be discontinued because the electors
are only agents, and agents are not necessary to care for our money when we can
manage our own affairs. This is not in keeping with American ideals. Next, the
method of counting the votes was discussed. A change would prevent Congress
from interfering and prevent the repetition of the Hayes-Tilden affair. He then
compared America with Athens and the ancient methods of voting. The present
system is inadequate because it is unab le to keep pace with other changes and
advancements of life.
i(,heers by the Sophomores to thank their representative for his work.
Mr. Louis E. King was the third negative speaker. He said that Rome, Athens,
Germany, and France had failed under the direct vote system. It is ineffectual

•
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because it causes excitement and is regarded a public curse. Switzerland, Denmark, Sweden, and all South American countries except two use a method similar
to ours. Tyranny by a majority is a fraud, which would happen if there should
be a change.
111r. King was hurnorous and fiery, which brought forth much noise from the
Freshmen and laughter from the audience.
In this intellectual contest, the rebuttals told the story. Here the decision is
made that the negative won the victory because of its effective work in hurling
off the attacks of the affirmative.
TI1e judges Dean Geo. \\'. Cook, Professor Ernest E. Just, and Assistant
Professor J. H. N. \\Taring. \Vhile waiting for their decision, 1Iiss Verna 1Iae
Wadloe, '24, rendered a beautiful solo and Professor Gregory gave a short talk.
The judges returned, rendering two decisions. One was rendered as regards the
best individual speaker of the evening. The distinction went to l\Ir. J. Oscar
Beaubian. The second decision gave victory to the Freshmen. Pandemonium
reigned for some time, so great was the joviality of the winning class.
'l'he contest was a credit to the young men who participated, their coaches,
and Kappa Sigma Society. Howard's 'Varsity teams ought not suffer with such
\V1tLIAM S. MA1z1c, '21.
material on hand.
Free Lecture Course a Success.
AMONG the members of our faculty there are some of the most brilliant and
promising men of the race. There are men whom people travel miles and pay
reasonable sums to hear expound upon the latest theories. Some of the students
have always thought it strange that the student body has not been given a fair
chance to hear the doctrines of these men.
Dean Woodward has been kind enough to arrange a series of interesting and
helpful lectures for the University. lt took some effort and a good bit of pains
to arrange such a series, and for such trouble he should be rewarded by the
support of the whole student body. Two lectures of the series have already been
delivered; these were both interesting and helpful to all who attended.
These lectures met with great response from the students and, it is hoped, that
all of the lectures will be as well attended. It is really encouraging to see so many
respond to the more serious side of the University life. Our only desire is that in
the future more will avail themselves of the opportunity placed before them.
IRENE l\,fu,LER, '21.
Red Cross Campaign.
EvERY year, a few weeks before Chri~tmas, the American Red Cross Society
puts on a campaign to sell "Christmas Seals." These seals afford a very pretty
decoration for letters and Christmas packages. 'I'he money obtained from their
sale is used for the purpose of fighting the terrible disease, tuberculosis.
Each year Howard University plays an important part in the campaign by
disposing of a large number of the seals. This year its quota js 10,000, and the
time within which these seals must he sold is eleven day~. The campaign at
Howard began Decemher 6th and will end the 16th of December. It is being
conducted very successfully. The first day twelve hundred seals were sold. Every
day some one makes an appeal in Chapel to the faculty and student body asking
them to continue to buy the "Christmas Seals." The faculty and student body
both realize the danger of the disease and the importance of waging war against it.
Then, too, they feel that Howard must do its share. They are now being sold
very fast. There is no doubt that Howard will dispose of her full quota this year.
ANNIE M. SCARLE'l"l', '21.
https://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol15/iss3/1
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Alabama Club Entertains.
ONE of the most select affairs of the season was enjoyed on Friday evening,
December 10th, in the University gymnasium. The place could scarcely be recognized for the "camouflage" of State colors, flags and pennants. The guests present
represented almost eYery State in the l'nion. which made a congenial and cosmopolitan group. The success of the affair largely depended upon the musicians, as
they exerted every effort to make the "fantastic toe" lighten.
Gi\'e Alabama State Club a cheer I
The Northeastern Club.
THERli has been formed a club in the University known as the Northeastern
Club which consists of the students from the New England States, New York
and New Jersey. The officers arc as follows:
President: :Mr. Leo Gaskins.
Vice President: :Miss \Villa Finkley.
Secretary : 11iss Gretchen La Cour.
Treasurer : ).fr. Vlilliam Bush.
Journalist: :Mr. \Villiam S. Maize.
Chaplain : ).fiss Evelyn Lewis.
Sergeant-at-Arms: '.Mr. John Fitzgerald.
Howard Men at Gary Steel Works.
THROUGH the interest and influence of President Durkee six Howard men left
last summer to work in the Steel ).!ills at Gary, Indiana.
One of the men from Headquarters in Chicago came and talked with President
Durkee concerning this work. During the v\'orld \Var of 1914 and since the "strike''
of September, 1919, the Gary steel mills has placed a high appreciation on Negro
labor. To prO\'e this new attitude, colored men were given work which required
responsibility and originality. :\f any of them fail. because the type of men engaged
in such work is to a ,·ery large extent practically untutored and Jacks the art of
dealing with men.
Rather than arrive at a hasty conclusion a more <lemocratic and fairer attitude
was taken. This work was really an exreriinent on the part of the plant to observe
the intelligence, initiath·e, and the reflecti,·e observation of the X egro college man
There was a large number of stu<lents from all sections of the country.
The work accomplished by Howard stt1dents has meant much in many respects.
It has paved the way for Howard in the future. • It will mean new openings in new
departments to colored men. Jt is the beginning of a splendid advantage to the
men who arl' in the School of Applied Science. The men who are specializing in the
field of Civil. 11echanical, and Electrical Engineering, will have an opening to
observe not only the theoretical, but the practical side of their life work.
The most modern apparatus can be studied to a great advantage, for example:
the centi-ampere balance, the electrody namometer, shunts for ammeter calibration,
the electro-static volt meter, and many other modern apparatus.
As the summers come and go. college men face the problem of choosing work
which will mean the most both m,1terially and intellectually.
It means one of two things, either manual labor or work which depends upon
the liberality of the people for a livelihood.
The latter work in some cases has both of these advanta~es, but the college
men fully realize that the work which dep<>nds upon the liberality of the people is
detrimental to the race.
It seems that work offered in big firms and enterprises to college men will in
titne heln to mold. create, and foster a more democratic sentiment in American
industry. It is a problem worth serious attention.
Published by Digital Howard @ Howard University, 1920
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Howard students were placed in a shipping department, a department in which
only a few colored men were privileged to work prior to the \Vorld War of 1914
and the ''strike" of September, 1919.
It was a big experience and an education in eve!'y sense of the word to work
with, and among, so many classes and races of men.
The opportunity presents itself to interpret the dreams, hopes, and aspirations
of these different races and classes. They are not only expecting, but also demanding. much from prepared men.
Not only is thete much to be acquired by those who are preparing themselves
for leadership, but also those who are preparing themselves to enter the commercial
world. A field which heretofore has not been given much attention by us as a race.
It is a field that is vital to a race's or nation's progress. It is very instructive
commercially to observe how from iron ore, after it passes through many processes,
a finished product is accomplished.
The field of Chemistry has put the iron industry on a scientific basis.
The worth of a tinished product is determined by the material from which it
is made; and the worth of the material is determined by the refining processes which
it undergoes. To take a sun·ey of the organization of a big industry is very
instructi,·c, because it giYeS one an insight into the basic principles of an enterprize.
Organization, coiiperation, and economy seem to be the basis of the success of an
industry. There is also readily seen an open field for new discoveries and inventions to those who possess such aptitudes.
JOHN \V. CRAW.FORD, '23.

Campus Gossip.
:tv11ss Susu:: i\IAE Go1N is taking lessons from Howard's Gypsy Queen in the
art of dressing.
11Iss FL0Rl!NC1, i\Ic:-{01.nox is cad-ding us to death.
\VHAT are you doing, Emmason, playing second fiddle to Harry?
THEY say oppositt>s attract; maybe that's the cause of relationship between 'v.
:Mason and Sydney Brown.
ASK the lvlasons if "Onie" Hughes is a family man.
THE South in all its glory blossomed forth to do homage to its beloved State
"Alabama," Friday, December 10, 1920.
WHAT attraction is there in the Freshman Class that caused so many Medical
students to attend their dance?
i\fR. \Yn,1.rAM R. BELL has at last ag<eed to the saying, "Love comes but once
and then perhaps a little late."
i\11s~ ET.XOR.\ 1[cGRJ,w thinks a Vkelele too simple for her musically inclined
mind. She is going to secure a lyre.
:.\lrss :.\1.,RTHA 11cDowELI. has taken unto herself a little life

STYLUS-NEW MEMBERS.

✓

Dorotha 'vV. Jones,
Irene Baxter,
Thelma Duncan,
Zora Hurston,
George Brown,
H. A. Carter,
N. P. Andrews,
H. Moon.
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OF EDUCATIONAL INTEREST.
Comments on Roland Hayes in London.
RoL ~)\D l-L\"l. t;S is meeting \I ith grc,1t success in his recitals abroad. After his
concert in Aeolian l:-lall, London, the Daily 1't:legraph of that city said: There were
two things connected 11 "th the recital of )[r. Roland Hayes, the Negro tenor from
the United States in ,\eolian Hall yestcrd,ty afternoon that stood out with especial
sharpness. Of these one was the particular neatness and finish of the accompanying
by Mr. La" rence Brown, who n·mindc<l vnc of Coleridge Taylor, and the other
the delight cause<! by :\Ir. Hayes 1dth the group of Negro Spirituals, with which
he brought his recital t,i an end. Long before he had sung "Adelaida" Le Reve,
from 1fanon. Duparc"s "'I)•1n·itati, n au Voyage," and a lot of conventional ballads
with more or less succl.!,s, and in a ,·oice that was often Yery pleasant to hear when
it was not forced (especially was this the case in the "r,,1,111011" extract). But he
cap(vatcd all h; hts ,inging of a group n · ,'1i,·itnab-songs that can never rightly
be sung by any hut :'\cg-roes to the manner born. True, those that he sang were
offered with a very :-uph" !'licatecl but none the less cffecti,·e pianoforte arrang~ment.
but they were extreme!) well done. Tt i$ still reiretted that our audience persists
in treating these lon:1} t~ ings as comic songs. Perhaps 1'vlr. Hayes will add more
of them to his next program, for this is music we cannot make for ourselves.
The ~furnini.; Post *peaks in tcn~s ec,u::dly as complimentary. ".'\.n interested
audience listened at Aeolian Hall yesterday afternoon to 1fr. Roland Hayes, a
colored singer, and quickly found him deserving of respectful attention. He has
a tenor voice capable of ~wed or ringing quality throughout a useful range, and
he has been at pains tn ;tcquire all the elements of a highly cultured ,•ocalism.
"He deliYered Puccini's Che gelida 11la11i11a-in Italian- and Beethoven's
Adelaida with e'.'{treme refinement, and set an example which many English singers
would do well to cnpy t,y combining clear <l°ction with unbroken phrasing. He needs,
however, to guard ag: in,t over cultivation of style at the expense of naturalness
and open-tone production. I-rs program included songs in French and Negro spirituals. ,\ccompaniments were played hy ilfr. Lawrence Brown."
Americans Now Throng English Universities-Men Win Many Honors, While
Women Have Started New Social Regime at Oxford.
Cross-Atlantic Cable Service to The $tar.
LONDON, DC'cernber S.-The American invasion is capturing British univers1t1es.
"American'' is spoken there en·n more th;,n English. Xearly two hundred American
students have matriculated at Oxford, forty at Cambridge, sixty at London UniYersity and thirty at Edinb11rgh. Thirt~ American Rhodes scholars are due at
Oxford in January, and there are already thirty-three Canadian Rhodes scholars
in residence there.
Americans are taking an increasing part in university debating and dramatic
societies, and they are gradually wresting away the supremacy in athletics. The
use of American slang, a few years ago regarded as barbarous and strange, is now
so general as to be almost the rule. The English students are quick to seize on
American slang.
The entrance of American women at Oxford is undoubtedly due to the recent
granting of full 11niversity membership to women. Their arrival has introduced
real American social life. In addition to the American Club there is now an
American \\'omen'~ Club, which i~ the social center for its members.
The rush of '\mericans other than Rhodes scholars is due to the decision to offer
the Ph. D. degree as a special attraction to Americans with bachelor degrees.
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Seek German Education-Foreigners Again Flocking to Universities and High
Schools.
Cross-Atlantic Cable Service to The Star.
BERLIN, December 11.-Gradually the pre-war relations between the German
scientific and academical world and its counterpart, in formcr e1)e111y countries are
being restored. An unprecedented numher of applicatiuns f ro111 foreigners for
admission to German uniYcrsities and technical high ~chools h;n·c been received.
Many thousands have applied, chiefly for the stn<ly of medicine, chemistry and
technical science.
Owing to the overcrowding of universitks and the housin~ shortage, stringent
restrictive measures have been adopted. Students must prove that they possess
the necessary general education and a ~ufficient knowledge of German.

Says Evil Forces Strike at Society-Coolidge Declares Higher Education Is
Invaders' Greatest Foe.
KEW YORK, November 27 (by the Associated Press).--Vicc President-elect
Coolidge, speaking in behalf of higher education at tl e annual dinner of the
Amherst College Alumni here tonight, declared there is need ''not only of patriotic
ideals and a trained intelligence in our economic life," but also of a ''deep understanding of man and his relationship to the physical t1111verse, and to his fellow
man." Declaring there has always been evil in the world, the governor added:
"There are evil forces at work now. They are apparently organized, and seek
the disintegration of society. They can almost always be recognized by a direct
appeal to selfishness and nothing else. They deny that the present relationship
of men to each other, which exists by reason of organ;zed society, h<>s any sound
basis for its existence. They point out to men with untrained mind~ that it takes
chtim
andthar
they ought
effort to maintain themseh-es and support go\·ernment
to exist without effort on the accumulations of other~ and the den· al that men
have any obligations toward each other.
"The answer to this lies in a knowledge of past human L'xpcricnce and a realization of what man is."
The sources of the state of mind whirh support civililation, he ~aid, are education and religion, which, he declared, is dependent upon higher education.
"\Ne hold by the modern standards of society," the go\·crnor continue<!. "\\'e
helieve in maintaining modern civilization for the protection and support of free
governments and the development of our economic welfare. \Ye claim they are
sound and minister in the best way to human welfare. The great test of an
institution is its ability to perpetuate itscl f. It seems fairly plain that, \\ hcther or
not these institutions can survive, with the aid of higher education. \lVihout it
they have no the slightest chance. \Ve justify the greater and greater accumulations of capital because we belie"e thrit therefrom flows the support of all science,
art, learning and the charities which minister to the humanities of life, all carrying
their beneficent effects to the people as a whole. Unless this is measurably true
our system of civilization oug-ht t0 ~tand condemned. It is to he condemned anyway. unless it possesst's the ability to perpetuate itself. This can only he shown
to be true by supporting higher education to such a degree that its good influence
m1y he able to more than match the risi•1g tide of the influence of evil. Those
who want a continuation of stability .1nd confidence must ,<:'<::k it by •upporting the
efforts of our colleges and universities. It is not too much to say that America
1s dependent on the adequacy of this support."
- \Vashington Evening Star, November 18, 1920.
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Coeducation a Failure?
Syracuse Post-Standard.
A student committee of Cornell Uni \'ersity, representative apparently of senior
societies, issues a pronunciamcnto that co-education is an accident at Cornell and
failure \\ hercver tried and a demand for limitation of the number of women
students.
These Cornell seniors speak the language of 50 years. They speak the prejudice
which has been borne down hy experience.
lt is the pride o t Cornell that tn:e to the spirit of its founder it offers any
student opportunity to receive instruction in any study. Coeducation became in the
iniyersity's infanc) its policy and its law, and any limitation based upon sex
would be clearly \"iolation of the purpose which Ezra Cornell declared for his
university.
The United States has colleges for men and colleges for women, but its
greatest institutions admit men and women. ln many cases it is true the women's
college is an annex, but even in these cases women are coming more and more
every year into ·•full fellowship."

DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY NOTES.
T111, DLL'l'A SH,M.\ TttEf.\ SoRORITY announces two new chapters: Eta chapter
at Syracuse Uni\"ct,;ity and Theta chapter at Cornell University.
The annual convention of the sorority will be held at \tYilber
rc fo e, Ohio, December 27th.
THE STUFF THAT COUNTS.

The test of a man is the fight he 1nakes,
'l'he grit that he daily shows;
1'hc way he stands on his feet and takes
Fate's nu111erous bun1ps and blows .
.. \ toward tan s1nile when there's naught to fear,
\Vhen nothing his progress bars,
Hut it takes a n1an to stand up and cheer
\ Vhile so111e other fellow stars.
It isn't the victory after all
But the fight that a brother 1nakes;
'I'he n1an. ,vho, driyen against the wall,
Still stands up erect and takes
The blo,vs of fate with his head held high,
Bleeding. and bruised, and pale,
Is the 1nan ,vho'll win in the by and by,
For he isn't afraid to fail.
It's the bun1ps you get. and the jolts you get,
Ancl the shocks that your courage stands,
The hours of sorro,v and vain regret,
The prize that escapes your hand,
That test your mettle and prove your worth;
It isn't the blows you deal,
I
But the blows you take on the good old earth
That shows if your stuff is real.

-The Three Partners.
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COUNTERWEIGHTS.
Real Penalty.
.. I ha \·e come here," said the angry
man to the superintendent of the street
car line, "to get justice; justice, sir.
Yt,terday, as my wife was getting off
one of your cars, the conducto,· stepped
on her dress and tore a yard of frilling
off the skirt."
The superintendent remained cool.
"\\'ell, sir," he said, "I don't know that
we are to blame for that. \,Vhat do you
expect us to do? Get her a new dress?"
'· .1\ o, sir. I do not intend to let you
off as easily as that," the other man
gruffiy replied. He brandished in his
hand a small piece of silk. "What I
propose to have you do,' 'h~ said, "is
to match this silk:'

PARF.XT ro PRINCIPAI.-"11iss S.
said she would throw my 1,fary in the
furnace if she stayed away from school
another day."
PooR TEACHER (on being interviewed).
-''Oh, I said l should have to drop
her from the register."
lRA'l'E

DONALB.\IK-"\\'hat is amiss?"
J\L\cn~r1-1-"Y on are, and do not
know it."
(\Vrong again, l\1acbeth. A miss is
a young lady.)
"How did Noah occupy ltim~clf in
the Ark?" asked the Sunday School
teacher.
"Fishing," said the little boy.
·'A very reasonable answei·," :;aid the
teacher.
"But he didn't catch nothin'," ,corn£ully.
"No?" said the teacher. "\Vhy not?"
"Hadn't enough bait.
Only twv
worms!"

"\ \'hy do they call the baby Bill?"
''He was born on the first of the
month."
Not This Time.
'·Quick, hand me that satchel!" yelled
the physician. ·'A man just telephoned
me in a dying voice that he wouldn't
Jive without me."
"\Vait," declared his wife, who had
taken up the receiver, "that call is for
Edith."

PROFESS01t-"\1Vhat 1s the water box
in the heater used for?"
SnmEwr-"T-o put out the fire."

A teacher giving a lesson on hygiene
to her fifth grade, said, "\,Vhy should
we always keep our homes clean?"
Little :\lary answered, "Because company might pop in at any time."

"\\'hat is the difference between a
hospital and a sanitarium?"
"A bout twenty a week."
TEACHER (lecturing on household
pests)-"Now, Helen, what is the greatest household pest the housewife has?"
He:r.EN-"A husband."

Why It Failed.
A certain chemist advertised a patent
concoction labelled, "No more colds.
Price, 10 cents." A man who bought the
mixture came back in three days to
complain that he had drunk it all, but
\vas no better.
"Drink it all," gasped the chemist;
"'why, man, that was an Indian rubbtr
solution to put on the soles of your
rubber boots I"

In the Future.
"We do all our cooking by electricity
here."
"\Veil, take this egg out antl give it
another shock."

He shot an arrow in the air;
It fell to earth, he knew not where,
Until the man on whom it fell
Came aronnd and gave him
l\. terrible talking to.
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Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape

Women's Capes.
of Good Hope-Sweet si;,,.teen.
Flattery-Twenty.
Lookout-Twenty-fiYe.
Fear-Thirty.
Farewell-Forty.

Phone Main 6386-7

Geo. F. l\>f uth & Co.
lJrajiJ111u, ·, Supp/in, Sut'UeyorJ' Outfits,
Pai11ts, Artists" Jlate,ial, Pdasche Air Brush11

First Student-''Did you know that
\Vard Kichols, '23, has a new title?''
Second Student-"N"o ! what is il ?"
First Student-"The fellows call him
Dean of \\'omen because he trii·, to cap•
ture all of them."
First Student-''HaYc you heard of
Bledsoe's new position?"'
Second Student-''Ko ! Tell me all
about it."
First Student-'·Evcry timt; h<: comes
to English Class he cleans .M1~~ Ottie
Graham's glasses with his .1ew dollar
bills. How he gets that ,vay is a
mystery."
The Journalist of the Senior Class,
Miss 11amie Sha\\", accused 11iss O!iv~
Bond of a serious crime. Tl•e entir('
class was "amazed" to learn that she
tried to "vamp" poor innocent :Maize.
who has done no one \\rung. •'Keep it
up, Olive, no need of being slow these
fast times."

Selling Agents for
Keulfel & l::sser Company, New York
710 13th Street, N. -W'.,

Wash.,D. C

Howard Theatre
A'XDREW J. THOMAS
Theatre Co. Prop.
VINCENT B. THOMAS
Manager

Largest Colored Theatre in
\\T ashin gton showing
exclusively

All Star Feature Photo
Plays
Visit our Popular Supper Slzows
Sy111phony Orchestra of
fifteen pieces.

i

p:~c=::x:=======•==oooOCX>OOOCXlO==,=======>c==,
"You get what you want and want what you get"
at the

Univ~rsity -{unc~~on~tt~. line.
An Up-to-date, Modern, Sanitarv Cafeteria operated by Students
Ask any one who has been there
Telephone booth service

0

2300 6th St. N. W.
Phone Col. 8888

(Opposite Science Hall)
McGhee and Bell, Props.

lc,c:::::=x::==x==•=====oooooooooooo=====>c=======•=~
THE GIBSON CO .. INC.
SURGIO.AL INSTRUMENTS AND .S'l'UD.EN'1' SUPPLIES
M:.COROSOOPll:>! ANT> 801f,~•rrPLO INW.l'ROJ>ll!lNTS

917 G STl~EET, K. W.
Published by Digital Howard @ Howard University, 1920
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HowAJ:tD U:NJVl!:J:tSlTY l{BCOttD

PRoF. 1::-1 l\{ATJI-"\\'ho can dra\\ an
angle of 290 degrees?''
STlJllcXT NA~rno B1RD--"l can.''
PROF. 11' ?IL<\1'H (watching Bird making two revolutions)-"\\'hy, Bird. you
flew around that angle, didn't you?'"

Fir,t Student-"E, ery class l am in, l
!;ce Bled~oe asleep."
:,ccond Stu:lcnt-"I wonder what ails
him."
First Stu<lcnt-"Oh ! he needs !vlercer
Pratt to awaken him with that .32."

University Book Store

001-{l3Y'S
BRE..t\..D A .ND C...c\l
CJt

Eiigh Grade Stationery, Text
books, ~ew and Second-hand .

100 P E R CF.N'l~ l?URl C

Prompt andEfficient S ervice

Auto Ser vice

N. 3747

College Text Books

HOWARD STUDENTS

N E W A N D SECON D HAND

If You want Home-Cooked Meals

Visit VICTORY CAFE

Lowdermilk & Co .

1844 7th St, N.W .

1418 F S treet, N. W .

John M:. Habbash. Prop.

The Busy Man's Friend THE MAGNET
l. DlNOWLTZER, Prop.

Let the

Criterion Commercial
Service

Sandwiches
Ice Cream

do that typewriting joh for you. A
large staff of painstaking and effiidcnt
stenogeapllers and typists ar<• at Your
command. Dictation an·anged bJ: appointment.
Special terms f o r ru,-h wol'k .
Work Called for and D elivered
".Promptness & Effici<•ncy·' our motto

Office: 9th & T Sts. N . W.

Coffee
Pastries

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

2221 Georgia Ave., N. W.
All Goods Reduced at

BROWN'S CORNER
I.
1

7th and T Streets, N . W.

For Purity a nd Wholesomeness
insist on

II
Ice Cream
Made in the most Scientific and Sanitary
I ce Cream Plant in the World

Chapin- Sacks Manufacturing Co.
https://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol15/iss3/1
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Dr. WM. H. FOSTER
Dental Surgeon
Roon1 301, Southern Aid Buildin11t,
7th and T Streets. N. W.
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Z. D. BLACKISTONE
jflorist
Phone l\1ain 3707

14th and H Street, Northwest

CORSAGES
for TJIE Gil~l..S and

FI-'OWERS

FELLOW STUDENTS !I
Is it worth having?'?'! Yc-s!
Then
its worth s.acrifiC'ing a little of your
time and money to Q"<·t it.
Rn roll No,v "ith the

CRITERION

at

Powell's

801 Floi:ida Avenue
N. W.

Special prices to students

-ARTISTIC ...

---"' PHOTOGRAPHY
Student WQrk Cordially Invited

SCURLOCK
900 You St. N. W.

\Vasbington, D. C.

COMMERCIAL SCHOOL
and take advantage of a WOl'th-while
opportunity. Classes Day and Night
on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday

.

1n

SHORTHAND (Graham System)
TWPE\VRITING [Touch System]
BUSINESS ENGLISH
BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE
SPELLING

The "Door of Opportunity"
is now open. Will you pass by
or will you come in?
Cour·scs avel'agc onlJ four (4) months
in duration.

School: 9th & T Sts. N.W.

F. R. Hillyard

Dulin and Martin Co.
China, Glas,ware, Silverware, Kitchen
Furnishings. Prizes and Trophies
for College E,·ents.

Gift Objects in Great Variety
China Pottery, Cut Glass, Lamps,
Silver, Art, Wares.
1.215 F; 1214-11-18 G Street N. \\" .

.S,port mart.
ATHLETIC OUTFITTERS
SWEATERS
905 F Street, N. W.

1410 N. Y. Ave. N.W.
WASHINGTON. D. C.

OPTQjJJETRTH1'

HARRY PLOTNICK

Full Line of Jewelry and
Presents

Cornplet,e Line of D1·y Goods, Notions,
Ladies ana Gents F'l!,rnishings

Prescriptions carefully filled
Optical Work done in 24 Hours

1827 Seventh St., Northwest

Spreads, Comforts, Lace Curtains and
Portieres a Specialty. Low Prices
1540 7th Street N.W.

Wash., D. C.

You Can't Lose If You Patronize Our Advertisers.
Published by Digital Howard @ Howard University, 1920
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STUDYING
And the close application of your eyes vvill undoubtedly
cause a Strain and n1ake the Pursuit of your Studies very
burdensome. I vvil1 exan1in e your eyes and supply you with
glasses and allovv you a

Liberal Discount of 10 Per cent

DR. EDWARD JACOBS,
OPTOMETRIST -

OPTICIAN

810 Florida A venue N. W.
Hours 9:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.

Phone North 580

REPUBLIC THEATRE
Now being erected on U Street near 14th

OPEN MARCH 21, 1921
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Prof. Tunnell-"By George! The Gods
want Miss Bell."
~liss Bell-"Oh, Professor!"
Prof. Tunnell-"Come on, l\liss Belt.
ring out for me."
Professor-"\Vhat's your name?''
Freshman-"Fox."
Professor-"You will have to
·foxier' than that to get hy me.''

be

Inseparables-The "Reds'' are tnst'P ·
arable from the campus.
l. l\fiss Helen Da"is, '21, in,1.parable
from that red sweater.
2. Geo. Brown, '21, in~r;par,\ble from
that red orcrcoat.
3. Lyman Burris, '21. i,~·,tp;!rabl" from
that. red sitit.

DON'T FOR GETTHEHOW ARD CORN t::R

Georgia Avenue and Howard Place

Doc-•·; ones has a rotten 111e1nory."
P,Jock-"That so?"
Doc- -"Y cs. Take, for instance yest..:rclay. Ile studied an assignment
hrce honr~. By the ti1nc he got to
das~ he had forgo ,en it. By the time
1;1.:- ''•o'· ·~ ,o,· called on him he had
·o~"ottcu tlnt I e had forgot it and
n a k ·1n ' \ ' recitation."

---:\I all,. Prof.-"] kt\e now comt•le cly di~cusscd the theory of probah Tt:
~ r,· there any questions?"
l'rol lcniat:cal PreslP1ia11-"Yes, sir.
'Vill : 011 ple:is.: rompute the proba1>1'~: of 1:'y 1n,sing this course?''

R. HARRIS & CO.
Class and Fraternity Pins,
J\ledals, and Special ·rro-

We sell ICE CREAl\1, PIES, AND

CAKES.
Bear it
in mind

JACK'S

phies of eYerr description

It'.1 easy
to find.

uot Coffee, Cocoa and Sandwiches

)501 GEO. AVE. N.W.

183

R. Harris & Co.
Cor. 7th and

DStreets, N. W.

W hat W e Say It is, It is!

Julius Lansburgh Furniture Company Inc.
Standard High-Grade Furniture
and Floor Covering
512 N inth Street, N. W.
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•
How 1S
a Wireless
Message Received?

E

,

VERY incandescent lamp has a filament. Mount a metal olate
on a wire in the lamp near the filament. A current leaps the
space between the filament and the plate when thcfila,:1cnt glows.
Edison first observed this phenomenon in 1883. Heace it was
called the "Edison efiect."
Scientists long studied the "effect" but they could not expla:n it
satisfactorily. Now, after years of experimenting with Crook~s tubes,
X-ray tubes and radium, it is known that th~ current that leaps ac:oss
is a stream of "electrons"- exceedingly minute particles nq;ltively
charged with electricity.
These electrons play an important part in wireless communicat·on.
When a wire grid is interposed between the filament and the plHe ind
charged positively, the plate is aided -in drawing electrons acrc,:,s; .)ut
when the grid is charg~d negatively it drives back the electro'J,S. ,\
very small charge applied to the grid, as small as that received frou a
feeble wireless wave, is iough to vary the electron stream.
So the grid in the ti.be enables a faint wireless impulse to con rol
the very much greater a~1ount of energy in the flow of electrons, --nJ
so radio signals too weak to be perceived by other means become perceptible by the effects that they produce. Just as the movement of
a throttle controls a great locomotive in motion, so a wireless wave, by
means of the grid, affects the powerful electron stream.
All this followed from studying the mysterious "Edison effect"a purely scientific discovery.
No one can foresee what results will follow from research in pure
science. Sooner or later the world must benefit practically from the
discovery of new faC;cS.
For this reason the Research Laboratories of the General Electric
Company are concerned PS much with investigations in pure science as
they are with the improvement of industrial processes and products.
They, too, have studLd the "Edison effect" scientifically. The result
has been a new form of electron tube, known as the "pliotron", a type
of X-ray tube free from the vagar°es of the old tube; and the "kenetron", which is called by electrical engineers a "rectifier" because it
· has the property of changing an alternating into a direct current.
All these improvements followed because _the Researc~ Labora~orie,:1
try to discover the "how" of things. Pure science always Justifies 1tseh.

GeneCom
ll"&Il~lEl~ {Ctiri c
General Office

p a n y schenectady,N. Y.

95-371 B
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